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Christians Prepare For Annual
Celebration Of Easter Sunday
By The Associ,ted Press
After a sorrowful observance of
Christ's death on the cross, Christians
throughout the world prepared today to
celebrate the joy of his rising at Easter.
, All mankind should hear "at least an
echo pf this great story 'of pain and
love," Pope Paul VI told thousands of
faithful who gathered Friday in the
ruins of Rome's ancient Colosseum to
watch a re-enactment of Christ's tor-
turous walk to Calvary. --
After a driving rain slackened to a
drizzle, Pope Paul took a -six-fOot cross
In his own hands for the final three
stations of the _cross in the tour-long
procession. The 79-year-old pontiff
walked painfully because of a chronic
knee ailment.
Warm sunshine bathed Jerusalem as
thousands of pilgrims from many.
nations, some laboring under heavy
crosses, retraced Christ's footsteps
along the Via _ Dolorosa this Good
Friday.
The processions in Rome and
Jerusalem commemorated Christ's
walk from the Praetorium, where he
was sentenced to death," to Calvary,
where he was nailed to the cross. The
participants in the ceremonies stopped
at the 14 stations where, it is believed,
Christ stopped on his way to Calvary.
The faithful filed irto the dark halls of
Jerusalem's Church af the Holy
Sepulchre as the bells of the crusader-
era church pealed mournfully.
According to Christian tradition, the
church stands on the sites of Calvary
and Christ's tomb. At its--46tranee -
pilgrims knelt to kiss the marble stone
of unction said to mark the spot where
Christ's body was wrapped in a shroud.
The procession along Jerusalem's
ancient "Street of -Sorrovi" ,was 10 by
Greek Orthodox Archbishop Simon of
Jerash. Normally the Orthodox Easter
Comes one or two weeks -after the
Roman Catholic Easter, but when they
coincide, as they do this year, the
churches alternate in leading the Good
Friday procession.
The procession in the Colosseum was
beamed by satellite to 22 countries,
including the United States. •
Earlier, in St. Peter's Basilica, the
Pope joined in a solemn Good Friday
ceremony before 23 cardinals and an
estimated 10,000 worshipers. '
The Pope took off his shoes and shed
his mitre, ring and other symbols Of •
authority, then walked slowly to 'a
cruCifix. As it was unveiled, he sank
pairrittlirto- his knees- an a
was supported- on both Sides by
assistants. '
The Gospel account of Christ'a
passion and death was chanted n Latin,
the baritone voice of the Christ figure
contrasting with the shrill tones of the
Sistine Choir of men and boys, chanting
the part of the crowd.
Seven Relief Centers Set Up
To Give Aid In Flooded Areas
By The Associated Press
"It's going about as well as can be
expected," a state disaster official said
as the drive to sustain the victims of
this weeles devestating floods in
southeastern Kentucky resumed today.
With the establishment of seven
federal-state relief centers, the flood's
victims began turning from the
-Problems of immediate. survival to the
task of rehabilitating their homes and
jaisinasses
Even so, state and federal disaster
officials continued to concentrate on
feeding and housing the homeless and
restoring drinking water andelectricity
to the 15-county wide federally
designated disaster area.
The flooding, which began Monday
along three- rivers, left five -Ken-
tuckians -known- dead -and caused -an
estimated $100 million in-damage in the
state.
The Red Cross estimated Friday that
at least 20,000 persons were affected by
-the flood in Kentucky. Thousands were
still being housed at Red Cross shelters.
• "Oi, major problems are food,
electric power, telephones, baby food
and excessive traffic," said Jim
Hampton, assiitant operations officer
for the state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
"The sightseers are, interfering
gravely with the transportation of these
emergency items to look at the
scenery," Hampton said. "The roads in
that area are narrow enciugh as it is,
When somebody stops on the road to
take a picture, it backs everything up."
On a more optimistic note, Hampton
said the shortage of drinking water is
easing.
"We've installed .portable- purifying
devices; we're trucking in water by
tanks and some of the dairies are
supplying water if, gallon jugs," -he
said.
clothing and medical supplies are being
shipped to the disaster area from
northern and western Kentucky.
Lexington Mayor Foster Pettit said a
shipment of supplied would leave
Lexington this morning , for Pikeville
and that would be followed by a truck
loaded with cleanup equipment and two
scraper blades. Pettit said there had
been "a very generous response" for
his pleas for flood relief contributions.
ja- Officials announced the locations of
'even centers where flood victims could
get information and in some cases
inside today
immediate assistance in obtaining
temporary housing, low-interest loans
and unemployment compensation.
High school gymnasiums at Corbin,
Middlesboro, Harlan and Remit were
converted to emergency field stations,
as were the Warfield Elementary
School gym in Martin ̀County and the
Auxier Elementary School at
Prestonsburg.. Another center was set
• up it a music store in Pikeville, said
Tom Little, director ,of the state
disaster division: -
The Army Corps of Engineers sent 29
engineers to the stricken counties to
assess the extent of structural damage
to public and private buildings. A corps
spokesman said the survey would help
guide people applying for low-interest
disaster loans.
Jellies Graham, state superintendent
of publiciinstruction, said the impact of
the flooding. on the area's educational
programs was "tragic." Another
education official said preliminary
repoits- indicate at least 31 school
buildings, including garage and
maintenance facilities, were damaged
by the flood waters.
Meanwhile, Gov. Julian Carroll
extended the state income tax filing
deadline for flood victims to June 13.
Cleanup efforts were hampered in
many areas Friday by thick dust from
the dried mud left behind the once-
swollen Cumberland, -Big Sandy and
Kentucky rivers.
"The dam stuff is so heavy, it's really
making it difficult to breathe, par-
ticularly for people with respiratory
prOklems," said Jim Morgan of radio
statiorritHLN in Harlan.
Policemen and National Guardsmen
directing traffic wore masks over their
faces to keep the dust out of their
mouths and noses.
At least two Harlan homes that were
earlier under water burned Friday,
,apparently the result of faulty elec-
trical wiring.
Harlan also f#ced another problem:
its sewage treatment plant was
knocked out of commission by the flood,
so the city was dumping raw sewage
directly into the Cumberland River.
In .Williamsburg, some residents
began returning to their homes after
they were evacuated when the Cum-
berland River threatened to inundate
the town.
"Some people-are coming back — the
ones that can," said Dorothy Petrey of
the city water department. "Others still
With the help of 'many individuals, sportsmen's clubs
and merchants, a fishing contest is being co-sponsored
through the Outdoor Lore section of this newspaper. See
the details on Page Nine today.
Austin Peay dims Murray's hopes for a title Friday with
a clean sweep of a doubleheader here. Sports Editor Mike
Brandon has the story in today's sports section.
• cle'ar.
Clear and mild tonight. Mostly
sunny and warmer on Sunday.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
51;is. Highs Sunday in the 70s to
low 80s. Winds southwesterly to
la miles all hour tonight.
today's-iiidex
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ain't get back in places where there
was a lot of water."
In Pineville, residents tried to
salvage belongings from a thick coat of
-inud that - Was left behind by the
receding waters.
"The house- 'is -elmost destroyed.
There's eight inches of mud on every-
thing," said Kay Walton, a 26-year-old
school teacher from Louisville who
came to help her mother clean up.her
Pineville home.
"I don't know whether-it can be saved
or not," she said. "We are just trying to
- clean up and save some furniture. We
had a piano in the living room,, and it
was turned upside down. The
refrigerator was upside down. I
couldn't imagine water being that
powerful." The BO County town was
flooded. A floodwall surrendered to the
might river. -
"We just took shovels in and tried to
get the mud out and the fignitare.
We've got it piled in the yard, huge
mounds of stuff. We don't have_water or .
electricity," Miss Walton said.
Officials in Martin County, where the
Tug Fork of the Big .Sandy flooded.
imposed a 9 p.m. curfew to thwart
looters and blocked sightseers from
entering Inez on Kentucky 40 and at the
bridge leading to nearby Kermit, W.Va.
The disaster was more than enough to
shake the confidence of many eastern
Kentuckians who saw a lifetime of
working for prosperity reduced to
rubble by the Levisa Fork of the Big
Sandy River.
"We've just come out of poverty in
the last five years, and now this comes
and takes it all," said Pikeville
. businessman George Ka wa ja . He





In consideration for Murray resident-
living along Olive Street east of Nor.:.
15th Street, a change in the Brooks
Lines' service to the campus has' beer
announced by Murray State Universtt:,
officials.
Effective Monday, April 11, the bus
company, in cailipliance with a reque,t-
from the university, will discharge a'
pick up passengers in front of Wrati-
Hall near the -southwest corner ccf ti
campus and continue to the bus stati,
downtown by way of Main Street.
For the past several months, t.1.-•
campus pickup point for the buses Ni -
been the Olive Street door of th..
University Bookstore. They thr7
traveled along Olive to the bus station
Since- North 15th Street was ten.
porarily closed at Olive last Novembe
for construction of the new Harry 1,4',
Waterfield Library, severaj resident
along Olive have protested the bus z0.:
truck traffic passing through that area
"The University is deeply concern,-:
that a residential area, such as Wr.,
Olive, not become a route for buses an,:
trucks," Murray State Vice-President
Thomas Hogancamp said Friday. "VO
are glad to help in changing bus lines.'
"Although we have no jurisdictiar.
over usage of the street by trucks:
Hogancamp added, "We certainly V: 1 I I
request the eantractors involved in thf•,_
library project to -have their, vehicles':
come to and leave the campus alorw
routes other than Olive."
I
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The Murray State University Marching Thoroughbreds
Murray State Marching Band To
Perform At Kentucky Derby
Murray State University's Marching
Thoroughbred Band will be the focus
for the eyes and ears of millions for a
few moments prior to the 103rd running
of the Kentucky Derby at Churchill
Downs in Louisville WI Saturday, May
_ 
The 130:piece unit under the direction
of David Wells will play the traditional
"My. Old Kentucky Rome" as the
world's finest three-year-old Thorough-
breds parad,e to • the post before a
national television audience for the
famous Rim for the Roses.
Invited - by Bob Gorham, vice-
- president and resident manager of
Churchill Dovins, the band will alter-
nate with the Ft. Knox Army Band
playing between races 'prior to the'
Derby itself. The flag corps and rifle
corps will accompany the band and •
,perform in the infield between races.
More than 100,000 people are ex-
pected to be on hand in person — along
with the millions tuned in by television
and radio — for the. annaal, sports,
spectacle.
Judge Miller, Valentine Are
Speakers At Library Meeting
• • .
• Judge Robert 0. Miller and
professional children's director,
Richard 'Valentine were key-note
speakers at the two day Kentucky
_ Public Library
Section, Convention held at the Galt
'House in Louisville this week.
According to Margaret Trevathan,
The Calloway County
Library, Secretary-Treasurer of the
-KitAl51.S.- and poordinator of the con-
'vention, J O ge Miller was chosen for
this presentation because of his strong
Support' for libraries in the past and
currently'. After an introduction by
Jefferson County Judge, Todd
Hollenbach, Judge Miller spoke on the
topic, "The Library in the Political
Process," the subject being concerned
with the importance of all people
connected with libraries becoming
involved in local, state, and federal
politics.
Mrs. Trevathan also said that MSU
student Richard Valentine who has
been active in local library programs,
was selected to demonstrate his ver-
satility with children's programs,
puppet shows and storytelling, in
tairehearsoll roles. A first -grade class
from a Louisville school was present,
during his program to further
demonstrate how actively children can
becorne interested in library programs,
of this nature.
Over three hundred librarians,
county judges, mayors, friends,
trustees. department of library staff
members, and Frankfort staff mem-
bers attended the convention. Also
attending from Murray were Margaret,
Trevathan, six library staff members,
-Max Hurt, Chairman of the library
trustees, Jean Blankenship, Secretary-
Treasurer of the library board, board
members Ronnie Jackson and Martha
Broach, and -Dr. Edwin Strohecker, -
Chairman of the MSU Library.
Honors Day Program To
Be Held At University
About 600 Murray State University
students who have distinguished
themselves -by academic achievement
' and leadership will share the spotlight
daring the annual Honors Day Program
on the campus Sunday, April 24.
Scheduled at 2 p. m. in the Student
Center Auditorium, the program will
include about 150 individual presen-
tations of grants, cash awards, cer-
tificates, and citations by the
University and by various campus
scholastic and honorary organizations.
Charles L. Eldridge, assistant dean of
admissions and --coordinator of the
Honors Day Program, said the pall%nts
of students to be recognized on stage
will receive a personal letter of in-
vitation from Dr. Constantine. W.
Curris university president, to attend.
"Honors Day, as a symbol of success
of young people dedicated to-high ghaIs,
holds special meaning arrthe campus,"
he said. "It gives all of us, and
especially parents, an opportunity to
show our pride in them for a job very,
well done."
Tim- Langford of -Hickman, a senior
who served during the 1976-77 school
year. as the Student . Government
Association president, will preside
during the program. Mark Whited, a
Eureka, Ill., -senior, will deliver the
invocation.
Cunis will welcome guests to the
campus, and Dr. William G. Read, vice-
president for academic programs will
introduce the academic deans. The.
deans will preside as representatives of
each undergraduate college make
presentations.
Among those to be recognized during
the program arelhe outstanding senior
woman and man, outstanding students
from various academic departments
and honor societies based on.
scholarship, students named to "Who's
Who in American Colleges atill
Universities," and recipients of awards
made by the Student Government
Association. •
Members of . Gamma Beta Phi
national service society will serve as
ushers and members of the Student
Government Association will assist
with a reception after. the program in
the lobby of the Student Center.'
Richard Valentine And Judge Robert 0. Miller
•
•
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To Ilarryin April
Miss Ilartia 'Jane Gregarr
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gregory of Benton announce the ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter, Martia June, to
Timothy Lyle York, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie York, also of
Benton. ,
Miss Gregory is the granddaughter of Mrs: Eva Mae
Jackson of Dexter and the late Oman Jackson and Mr. and
Mrs. Retis Gregory of_Benton, She is the great granddatighter
'sat Mrs. Fancie Burkeen of Dexter. -
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of South Marshall High
Sawa -and a December 1976 graduate of Murray State Univer-
sity with a.13. S. degree in Nursing. She is employed at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah in the critical care units.
Mr. York is alb grandson of the fate Mr. and Mrs. O. DJSirl.s
and the late Ocie and Floyd York. He is a 1973 graduate of
South Marshall High School, and is employed at Airco Alloys,
Calvert City.
--The-wedding will be solerniasted_on Friday, April 29 at 7:30 p.
m. at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. A reception
will follow. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
°net C OM MUNI TY
• CALENDAR
Saturday, April 9
Easter Egg Hunt for Poplar
Spring Baptist Church
children will be at borne of Mr.
and Mrs. Tal Fannin,
Panorama Shores, at one p.m.
Two buses will run.
Calloway County High
School-Chorus will have a car
• wash at Wood's Standard
Station, Highway 121 and
North 18th Street, and a yard
sale at parking lot of Colonial -
House Smorgasbord to earn
money to go to the American
Music Festival at Nashville,
Tn., April 21-23.
Easter Egg Hunt, sponsored
by Ruth Warren Group, will be
at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church at two p. m.
Hazel Alumni Dinner with
_Dr. Bogard Dunn as speaker
will be at the. Hazel Com-









1411 Olive Blvd. 753-3852
ork -clay by -Special
Olympics Basketball team to
earn money to go to the
tournament will be held. Call
753-8265 or 753-7302 after four




meet will be at one p. m. at
Stewart Stadium, MSU.
Open dance by Delta Sigma
Theta will begin at eight p. m.
in Beshear Gymn of the.
Student Center. Call 753-9198
for information.
- Sunday, April 10
Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Gallimore will be honored
with a reception at the Dees
Bank of Hazel from two to four
p- tn. in celebration of golden
wedding anniversary.
Sunday, April 10
Mr. and Mrs. -Bernice r.
Bishop-will haveopen house at
their home at New COneord
from two to five p. m. in
celebration of, their 50th„
wedding anniversary.
stindai:74pril 10
Easter Egg Hunt for
children of members will be at
two p.m. at the Moose lodge.
This .is Or children, twelve
years old and under. -
Monday, April 11
Bake sales will be held M
front, of Roses and Singer's
from nine a.m. to six p.m.,
sponsored by the Senior High




Church Women will meet at
the home of Emma Dean
Lawson at seven p.m. • N.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30
a.m. to three p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the church.
Ladies day luncheon




Jerry Rothman from Los
Angeles, Cal., will lecture on
ceramics at 7:30 p.m. in Room
423, Price Doyle Fine Arts




Supreme Colin, will speak at
Six p.m. of Sigma Delta Chi,
Society of Professional
Journalists_ in Room 111,
Wilson Hall, MSU. His topic
will be "The Courage of the
Supreme Caurt."
Cypress' Springs Resort
Located .4 6 rn-jles s. of Murray off Hwy. 121
BOAT DOCK SPACE
In
All New Concrete Docks
Covered Slips to 20 ft
Open Slips to 28 ft.
Gas-Bait-Beer-Pop-Ice-Tackle
Restaurant
Good Water Year Around
Lowe WIMoms, Owner Phone 436-5496
• Monday, April 11
Murray itate will play
Arkansas Stite at one p.m, at
the Reagan baseball field.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Lois
Sparks at one pm.
Stars and Stripes
Homemakers Club will meet
at the Extensiqp Office at
seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main-and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m. at. the
church.
Meals program for senior,
citizens will be at North
Second Street Center at twelve
noon fulluweal by activities.
Call 753-8938 for reservations.
Murray State University
trombone choir, directed by
Prof. Raymond Conklin, will
perform at 8:15 p.m. in the Old




will present "Up With People"
in the MSU Field House at
eight p.m.
Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
•Blaine White at one p.m.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Holmes Dunn at seven p.m.
Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Henry., Fulton at
ten a.m. with program by




By Abigail Van Buren
Concert by Stan Kenton and
his orchestra will be at Lovett .
Auditorium at eight p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Health Center at
seven p.m.
Tuesday, April 12
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a potluck _ luncheon at
twelve noon at the Dexter
Center. _
Recipe Group of Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club will.
meet with Marilyn Miller at
noon with the topic to be
Jewish foods.
Ruth Warr-en Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will have a Mother-
Daughter GA Banquet at 6:30
p.m.
Murray Branch of the
Americao Association of
University Women will meet
for a dinner meeting at 6:30
p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters.
with Mrs. Otis Brooks, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. John
Livesay, and Maryleona Frost
with Mrs. Charles Baker, all
at 9:30 a.m., and Faith Doran_
at senior youth room of church
at two p.m.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to ten a.m. with shopping
from ten a.m. to four p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens with sack lunch
at noon, speaker on Medicare
Supplement Insurance at















,estenda a special in-




Sehownenter MLA held ita-
monthly meeting with Carla
Ramsey, president, presiding.
Sandra Stott) spoke on the '
free enterprise system, telling
.what free enterprise is and
how It meets the needs of the
people. She also discussed the
economic system and the part





0191. THE HIDING PLACE by Corns ton 0026. BORN AGAM by Charles W Colson
Boom Currently a nighty 'acclaimed motion Fssctwl,ng ful story behind the conversion of
picture, the cli. true story of Corne's even. ' /he While tkiuss 'hatchet man- who was sent
incest of horror tempered by faith, when Hol-
land stood ravaged dprng (Stolid War II
Retail 55 95 Mentors $3 69
0201. ru. TAKE THE BACK ROAD by Mar-
Verde Vibe The tea road leeds to many
enleretnirvg adventure* on a Vermont farm
amid a household of wonderful children.
dogs, goats; pigs. cats, turkeys—la overseen
by • wee and wety city woman turned farm
Retail S7 95 Members $396
0009. ADVENTURES IN PRAYER, Gorham*
Mershae examines In each charades iSfiurent
type of prayer which has been heOLIft hat
Me and n the byes of
cRetail S4 95   4wsMeivibers $3'7*
000. TISHA by Robert Specie True story of
an dealfistc young teacher who becomes
Schoolmarm in a remote gold-rush settlement
in Alaska
Retail $8 95 Members $e 39
0100, THE ENDURING HILLS by Armco Hoe
Giles Capthvating love story takes you back to
the fells 'n hollows of Piney Ridge. Kentucky.
and the romantic tale or a country boy and a
oft clirl
Retail $69S Members 5419.,
0227. KISSING KIN by Eisler/PI thane Feed-
ing, romantic novel set in Virginia. England
and Franco dunng Yeorld War I Young lOve
sig y=thlul optimism struggle to survive in
in world
=;17695 Members $4 29
H400. TWELVE BASKETS OF CRUMBS by
ESsabeth-Efirot A popular. bee- seeng evan-
gelical writer shares her personal perceptions
of her Ste as missionary, teacher, mother and
endow '
Retail $695 ili Members $39'
0214. JONI by Jon, Earecirson well Joe Mus-
ser Joy and faith triumph as • young woman
struggles against quadriplegia and finds a
new Me and career
Retail $6 95 Members $4 19
000$ ALL OF THE WOMEN OF THE DISLE
by &JO Dean Biographical sketches ol
every woman. named or unnamed, who ap-
pears in Biblical narrenve
Retail $899 . Members $3090





H148. GRANNY.BRAND by Dorothy Clarke
Nilson Excitrg trim story of Evelyn Brand
who Went 60 years Waging 'mpg the pov-
terty-stncken people of India
Retail $6 95 Members $4 29
OW TRAMP FOR THE LORD. Came ten
Boom has crisscrossed Me globe to prorate-71
Goers message everywhere Here she shWes
her este/demos' and lessons learned over the
past 20 years
Members $3 79
440110. CREATING IN CLOTH by Jude,
Scheriper KaSna Clear instructions and dia.
warns tot making banners. quilts. stuffed toys
and gat dine using matenals found around
the house Forel ages, - --
Retail $4 95 Members $3 69
0233. THE LADiES AID 'COOKBOOK by
Beatrice Vaughan 300 tested recipes repre-
senting a tradition of fine American cooking
' Seasoned' with amusing anecdotes,
Reed $695 Members $369
9064, CASSIE AND IKE by Mary Can Hen-
n* Set in the pioneer days of Indiana. this
chinning story tells of the romance and mar-
r=41:4oung Quaker cot% bers
$4 29
0124. FIRST CPIRISTIANS by Paul L Mater
Words and pictures bong to He the explosion
of Christianity across the Mediterranean
world ''You are there with the courageous
men and women who lived the advertise
Retail $6 95 Members $3 96
0179. HARVEST OF YESTERDAYS. Gladys
Taber gives us an intimate glimpse of her
family and Me before her familiar Stemmed-
' years
Retail $7 96 Members $3 95
0081 DON JUAN McOUEEN by Eugenie
Price, One of Americas test-loved authors
Pena an engrossing histoncal novel set brl






DEAR ABBY: Angelo and I have an unusually good
marriage. He's considerate, generous and loving. His only
fault is not wanting outsidets for friends, (He considers
anyone outside his family an "outsider.")
'Angelo conies from it large and, clannish family. Theyle .rh‘ n ;. day
nice people, and I really like them. I like apple pie, too, but
I don't want it seven nights a -week! 
asseltme Sun
Whenever an outsider invites us over, my husband says, 
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met in the
"Let's not get involved." The only people we ever pee home of ZkIla Covington on
soeially are his relatives. Monday, h odApmril4e, • The 
bitter orange was the
used
a triplo Europe with his parents!
We've taken some fabulous trips, but he always has to m. 
it 
only kind known in -Europe
have a brother, sister or cousin along_ Now he wants to plan 
until after 1500 A.D. It was
president, presiding and as a seasoning, not as
leading the opening prayer. a
Am I unreasonable to want to socialize with somebody
besides his relatives? What's wrong with him?,„ 
Ahma McNeely presented 
fruit.it;




DEAR SMOTHERED:J*1041mi )raur husband lats./dim- and alse_kave a reading_aboat MISSION PARR?.
tent to face the challenge of new and unfamiliar social situ- "Easter." Prayer was
aliens. You're not unreasonable to want friends who aren't
relatives. Hang in there and encourage Angelo to expand
his social 'boundaries. It will add a new dimension to your
considerate, generous and loving man.
DEAR ABBY: I am moving to Atlanta, Ga., and several
friends here have said, "You MUST look up 'Mr. Wonder-
ful -here's his .name and phone number. Just call and say
you are a friend of mine."
Abby, I'S it proper for a new woman in town to call a
stranger and put him on the spot that way? I can't just call
a man and say, "Hello, I'm Margaret Brown. I'm 35,
divorced, have two children and am self-supporting. I'm
attractive, a lot of fun, my measurements are 36-25-37, and
Howard Hossenfeffer told me to call you."
I'm afraid if I don't call I might miss something, and if I
do call, I'll appear pushy. How should this be handled?
FROM TAMPA
DEAR FROM: Ask all your big-hearted friends to write 
"Mr. Wonderful" and suggest that he call YOU. That way,
the go-between can clue the friend in on all the vital
statistics and leave it to him to call you if he's interested.
DEAR.ABBY: hope you print this. I'm sick and tired of
,peoplti me to smile. If I'm not smiling sad they.slon't
like it, they ean atwakS look the other way.,
I've 'had people come-up to me and ask who I'm mad at
just because I'm not smiling. That really bugs me.
—Friends and _relatives keep telling .me I should smile
more. Abby, if a person doesn't smile, there could be a rea-
son for it. They could have a serious problem or some kind '
of illness, and they don't -appreciate- having some stupid -7-
idiot tell them to smile.
If someone is ugly or sick, you wouldn't go up to them and
say, "Boy, are you ever ugly," or, "Gee, you look sick." To
me it's the same thing.
FBLA Program
as follows: Audit — Ronnie
Gibson, Tony McClure, 
DSmith, Anita L,aminrai,
Tammy Outland;---and Linda'
Chaney; and the clean-up
committee — Ronnie:-
Locithitit, Donnie Miller, and
David Scott.
The club also voted that
each mejnber pay $2 of the $3
for the regional activities.
4 note ?las reaa from James
Lawson, principal, thanking
the dab for the pen set that
was given to him at the break-
fast.
Pauline Wainscott, who also
led the-group in a study of the
Apostle Matthew.
After the - program a sur-
prise birthday party was
given in honor of Mrs.
Wainscott, class teacher, by
the group.
Refreshments were 'Served
by 'Mrs. Covington and Lottie
Gibson, hostesses. Also
present were Laura Jennings,




espy of The Murray Lodger
Slow by 5:311 p. Morsitay-
Friday or by 3:30 p. so Saw-
lbws in urged tip call 753.1116
bestow 5:30 p. and Op. a..
Mooday-Friday, or 3:30 p. a.
sad 4p. a. Saturdays, to items
dolivitry of Ma serrspopor. Cols
west be Mood by Op. w. isooki -
days Sr 4 p. a. Satardays to
easniatoe delivery.
NO GEIS.HA GIRL
DEAR No: I understand your irritation, but I don't
agree- with you. Facial expressions are habit-forming. A
smile is a universal, unspoken bid for friendship. A gloomy
countenance; for whotaver reason, turns peopele off. Think
about it.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long. self-addressed, Stamped
24$1 envelope.
G6WHAT A CHOICE, "1• a6G
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ANY4 BOOKS for only 98€
CHOOSE ANY 4 of these god-reading books—a value of up to
$35.80—for only 98t! Family Bookshelf makes thiS exceptional
you to the wide variety of worthwhile and thor-
selections you can always expect from Amer-
club.book
SAVE UP TO 60% with exclusive "members only- discounts on
all future selections you decide to buy. No other book club offers
greater savings on the latest, bestselling top-quality books!
BUY ONLY BOOKS YOU WANT . when YOU want them!
There's no time limit. Accept only 4 more selections, at any time,
to fulfill membership requirement..
FRS.E BOOK PREVIEWS will be sent to you about 15 times a
year describing current selections and alternate book choices
GET FREE BOOKS with Bonus Certificates earned tor each 3
selections you buy after membership requirement is met Many
Bonus Books are weah up to $8.95' There is a small shipping.
handling charge on all bqok orders
rJOIN NOW just full in_coUpon with numbers of the 4 Joining
Books you want and mail it today!
-Ctwistian Herald FAMILY BOOKSHELF E7 2s9
Chappaqua, New York 10514 . -
Please enrol! me as a member of Family BookshebAnd send
me the 4 books indicated by numbers below Bill melor. only
98; plus 691 shijdning-handling I agree to the membership.
plan as described in thwod and understand that I need only
-buy 4 more selections. tahenever I choose, at special low
member prices
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is an ideal time to plant
evergreens before growth
starts. There are six steps in
properly setting an
evergreen: (1) Dig hole 12"
wider and 4" deeper thin ball
of earth around roots; (2) Set
plants with top of ball 4" below
ground level. (3) Tamp bot-
tom of hole with good top soil.
(44. Place good top soil in hole
around the 'bait of earth in
layers 4" deep and tamp each
layer well. If soil is wet, use
water to settle and do not
tamp. (5) When hole is two-
thirds full roil back burlap
from root ball. (6) Fill
remainder loosely. Do not
tamp.Leave a 2" depression
-around plants. Call your
Extension Office for our free
tabloid on trees and shrubs. —
Juanita Annonett, Paducah.
• + + +
The whole ham is often cut
intn several pieces. -When Irs-
cut in half, the upper, meat
rounder half is marked "butt
half" and the lower, slightly
poioiPd haffis labeled "shank
hall." Hams labeled "cured"
or "cured and smoked" must
be cooked before you eat
them. Cook to an internal
temperature of 160 deg. • f.
Judy HetterTan, Hickman.
+++
Will you be doing some
pressure canning this sum-
mer? Now is a good time to
have the gauge checked on
_ your pressure canner. This
should be done annually and is
- another free "Service of the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
' vice in your county. cpll your




Yob can tastefully furnish
and decorate a home ow the
tiniest budget. Three vital
ingredients for this task are a
long-range plan, a good
portibn 'imagination, and...
smart use,, of color. These
Ingredients cost nothing. —
Mildred W. Potts, iCenter.
••• 4++
When something worries
you, talk about ,it to someone;
don't bottle it up inside.
Confide in some level-headed
person you can trust — your
husband or wife, father or
mother, a good friend, your
minister, your family doctor
or a teacher. Talking things
out helps to relieve the strain,
helps you see your problem in
a clearer light and often helps
you see what you can do about
it. — Maxine Griffin. Clinton.
Clothing with elastic bands
— shorts, socks, bras — should
be removed- from the dryer
when the garments .,are dry
and elastic areas may still feel
slightly damp. This eliminates
wrinkling ind possible
shrinkage. of the clothes.
Elastic parts can dry at room





out your route. Cars are so
convenient, that People simply
jump inside and start driving
before they 'are sure of all the
places they want to go. Plan
the order of your stops to
avoid retracing the route.
Don't bop in and out of the car
for each separate stop within
the same area. Park in a
central location. Hold a
constant speed. — Maxine
Griffin, Clinton.
The oldest golfing club in the
world is the Honorable Com-
pany of• Edinburgh Golfers,
which came into being
March, 1744.








vote and confidence. To
the best of my ability I
will give fair and just
governing for.. all th,e -
people of Murray, Ky _




Under the Judicial Amendment, the duties and
obligations of the SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUN-
TY will be greatly enlarged. This increased demand
upon the Sheriff and his staff will call for a man of
experience, if this County is to receive the SERVICE
IT DESERVES.
DAVID BALENTINE
has successfully served as Deputy Sheriff of this
County and knows the job. We ask you to ask your
neighbor about his qualifications and fitness. . .
when you do, your informed decision should be
made easier. I earnestly solicit your xote and in-
fluence in the May 1977 Primary. In Aim I pledge the






This od paid by the above candidate who wg.ctot accept con.
ttibutions
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni-eV
Look to these you know
and do most atihlrn or success
now. Also aim at eventual ac-
ARIES comphatunent in new areas. Be
(mar. 21 to Apr. 20,) srA alert to the insincerity of flat-
A conservative and prudent —ewers. .
attitude will keep you from SAGITTARIUS
going overboard through (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Misguided enthusiasm ,7 a You may note an increasing
tendency new. tempo in wine areas which will
TAURUS prove beneficial in the long run.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) --Stress accuracy, integrity.
Venus highly beneficent A Romance favored.
splendid period for creative CAPRICORN




(May 22 to June 21)
The Oosition—oir Mercury now
stimulates your talents, brings
you highly inspirational ideas.
Channel efforts in the proper
direction and you can achieve
much. ,
C.ANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Do not procrastinate in
matters which demand time
and energy. Neither take- an
extracurricular activities which
could clutter your schedule.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44:g
Your best assets are your
dynamic personality and your
gift of salesmanship. Both
should make this a good day for
you — IF you use them smartly.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 13) WPtil
A good period for long-range
thinking and plans: Review
carefully before launching
miliar ventures, but do not
• hesitate to try for a new
achievement .
. LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You will Accomplish more- if
you quell unrest and agitation,
and neither drive nor insist
beyond tile line of diplomacy.







 Frames Drake 
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 11;I177
What kind•of . day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
even for your birth Sign.
gar"
3(40
Concentrate on substantial -
rid pertinent matters. Avoid
unwise speculation and eons-
problems-fat mustbe=
*cations but do not
- AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. HI)
Persons with whom you deal
wilkqot all feel up to per; some
are Ikdr.*Ainder stress.-Offer—
a helpful word; it helps. Launch
well-considered plans.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Me
Reserve some moments for
quiet reflection. They could
release hidden treasures of
Ideas that otherwise might be
stifled. Average gains in-
dicated.
at&
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed ' with great
versatility, unflagging zeal,
optimism and enthusiasm; are
original and brilliant in your
thinkiiig. Your anew is
boundless and, once you set
yourself to the goals you desire,
you never give up until you have
_achieved them. You could be a
scintillating lawyer, eventually
a statesman; would make an
outstanding writer, artist or
musician. Traits to curb:
stubbornness, excessive
materialism. Birthdate of:






FOR SUNDAY, APRIL la, 1077
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your biEth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 tO Apr. 20) IY110
Personal relationships highly
congeniaL In fact, your career
• status may be boosted through
an influential person.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 64ZiW'
Day starts out brightly, and
you can keep it that way, if you
will. Just be careful not to let_
irresponsible persons lead you
into unconventional activities.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Contribute to mutual un-
derstanding between those who
are "at odds." Pursue a sound
course rather than an expedient
one. Show your competence in
complex situations.
CANCER
( Juhe 22 to July 23) 80
Plans may have to be
changed. Do not become upset:





(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1244-g
What attracts may not be
really choice, and what you are
tempted to brush aside may be
just the thing you need. So
your best judgment needed.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
The attainment of certain
desires may not be available
NOW, but earnest trying will
bring eventual reward. You can
act effectively when you have
the will.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Anf!
Through good methods, in-
tegrity and following successful
past procedures, you can put
this day's effort-1_0i the. top
echelon for rewards, ad-
vancement. -
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
If adaptability, imagination




directed, you and others whom
- you influence will draw readily
on success patterns. This is no
day for dawdling!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) JeraiN
Certain obstacles in your path
will call for either more con-
centrated effort on your part or
a complete revision of plan if
they are to be overcome.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lia6
. Curb emotions and a tendency
to go to extremes: Tighten reins
on spending, but don't scrimp
unwisely and lose out in the long
run.
AQUARIUS
,(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your Uranus excellently
positioned. Stretch your talents
and abilities to cover some of
the sparse areas in your field of
attainment.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Not all things will come easil!,
now and, as last week, you will
have some important decisions
to make. Make them carefully,
however, and you will be in line
for many benefits.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a fine mind.
a groat love of beauty and a
lively imagination; could
succeed in almost any of' the
arts, but could reach the
greatest heights in painting.
music or the theater. Literature
is also a fine outlet for your
creative impUllies. and, in this
Connection, you could especially
succeed in --promotion or
propaganda — the. latter
becayal you are usually in-
volved in one "cause" or
another. Working for causes.
however, your zeal is
sometimes misdirected and you
could make enemies. Watch out
for this. Birthdate of: 'William
Head, Brit. critic; William
Booth, founder of the Salvation




We are pleased to announce
that Barbara Crump, bride-elect
of Mike Wisielewski, has selected
her Pottery and Stainless from
our complete bridal registry.
A June 4, 1977 wedding is plan-














The marketing research division
of the Houston Chronicle has con-
ducted a study of the coverage
provided through television com-
mercials, The analysis concludes
that although the "viewership
scores alone. . ..are respectable and
somewhat comparable to the levels
of recall of print ads," the high cost
of TV, spots, does not make Houston,:„
TV- commercial fiudiences cost-
efficient.
The study said that the data
collected shows that "because of TV
clutter, only the most expensive and
lavishly produced commercials are
remembered!" Responses from
2,767 persons showed that of the 782
,who were watching-TV-between the
hours of 5 and 7 p. m., 93 'per cent
could recall the program they were
watching at the time they were
phoned by interviewers.
But just 22 per cent of the viewers
could recall something about the
commercial they had last seen_
before the phone call. Sixteen per
cent recalled the brand and-or store
name Mentioned in the last com-
mercial, and 17 per cent remem-
bered the action that had taken
place in the ad. Only 8 per cent of the
viewers could recall any other
commercial besides'the last one
played.
The Chronicle also measured how
many people were actually iden-
tifying the commercials correctly
and found that only 4 per cent of the
. viewers correctly identified the last
• commercial they had seen. "Also 53
- per cent of the commercials men-
----tioned were not even run in the half-
hour time span measured, in-
dicating that the respondent had
missed or forgotten all the corn-
smaec. r ials in between," the studyid
Consumers Read
Newspaper Ads
A Newspaper Advertising Bureau
study says that eight out of 10
shoppers brought into a store by
newspaper advertising make some
kind of purchase. And they spend as
much on other goods as they do for
the advertised items, according to
the study, which was presented to
the 66th Annual Convention of the
National Retail Merchants
Association 
The NAB measured the response
to advertising for seven items in
seven stores in major metro.
markets in the U. S. and Canada..
The bureau reported that 60 per cent
•
of the customers shopping for an
item the day after the store ran a
newspaper ad had seen the ad.
Amogg the customers attracted to
the store by newspaper ads, 60 per
cent bought the advertised item; 34
per cent bought the advertised iteM
plus some other merchandise in the
store: 21 per cent bought only other
merchandise, and 19 per cent bought
nothing.
Among all shoppers interviewed,
75 per cent said they had read a daily
newspaper "yesterday." Nearly
half said they watch for ads when
considering buying something.
Newspaper advertising Pays dividends!
We'll help you design an effective
regular advertising program that
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Echoes From The Past
• 
r.4 Coturnniisf historical and geneatagirat
ane(dotes, stories and family notes.)
Written •By Judith A. Maupin
THE MOUND BUILDERS
Most of the history discussed in this
column has been of a fairly 'recent
lature, covering the period of time
'rom the first white settlements of
About 1790 up until the '37 flood. When
one compares this time span with that
af our pre-ancestors, it seems like a
mere hour out of a whole life span.
It has been pretty well proven that
his area has been settled for at least
3,000 years, and possibly for as many as
10,000. These early-inhabitants were the
forerunners of the American Indian,
. and they had their own. distinct
-civilizations, just as the white man has
had. There Was the Archaic, one of the
oldest, the Paleo-Indian, the Woodland,
and the one which is so widely found in
this area, the Mound Builders
These Mound Builders were evidently
basically nomadic, because ar-
chaeologists have found their mounds
all across the country, and in their
mounds there has been found, in the
same mound, mica from the
Alleghenies, obsidian from Mexico,
copper from the Northern lakes, arid
shells from the Sputhere. Gulf.
However, this area abounded in a good.
grade of flint, from which the people
- produced artowheads, spears, and tools
of a high quality. They were an in-
dustrious and domestic group.
• Most of their settlements were
founded on the banks of local
tributaries, such as the Tennessee and
Cumberland Rivers, Jonathan Creek,
and both branches of the Clarks' River.
As early as 1200 ..A. D. they had
established a well-organized com-
munity on the banks of 4bnathan Creek,.
with a welf-ceitained,16rtified village.
It ,seems to have been a farming
community, with small, mud-covered
huts, according. to archaeologists who
• • • • •''''',:•••••••••••••••••••-•
10 Years Ago
Army Private Van A. Johnson, son of
Mrs. Pearl Johnson; has completed a
four weeks clerk course at Fort
Jackson, S. C.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Eula
Hurt, age 80, and Mrs. Elener Cun-
ningham Vandergriff, age 79.
-- NOW officers of the Murray-Calrotvay
County Association of Insurance Agents
are Thomas Scruggs, Harding
Galloway, and Bob Melugin.
Mr. and Mrs. Codie Lee Caldwell of
Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Leah Nell, to Paul
Arnold Beckwith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold E. Beckwith of 'Andover, Ohio.
Dr. Charles W. Waldrop, Jr., has
been elected president of the medical
staff of the Chester Clinic and Hospital
in Dallas, Texas. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Waldrop of Murray.
20 Year Ago
found it. In addition to their
agricultural pursuits, of which corn
was the staple, the people also ate fish,
mussels, and game animals. Firepits
have been found at these sites, in which
the bones of bison, deer, and other
animals, as well as mussel shells were
-uncovered.
• One of the most fascinating facts
about these people is that they had a
written language; scientists have found
inscribed tablets in 'some of the
mounds,, although not locally. The
mounds were of differed types, some
being temple or ceremonial mounds,
and some burial mounds. The people
buried their dead in small, box graves,
made of large slabs of flat rocks.
Sometimes their buried effigy pots and
other artifacts With the dead.
One of the first men to become in-
terested in the Indian mounds in
Kentucky was C. S, Rafinesque, a
professor at Transylvania College
around 1825. This fascinating gen-
tleman deserves a column just for
hiinself, which will be forthcoming in
the near future. Professor Ftafinesque
attempted to locate 'and catalogue as
many of the mounds in Kentucky as
possible.- '
• These mound builders were the direct
forerunners of the "red" Indians, of
which we are more familiar. Even
today, it is possible while walking
across a freshly plowed field or along
the river bank when the river levtl is
down, to look down and see h flint
arrowhead, or a large round stone with
a.groove ground . in the, middle where
some Indian woman ground her grain.
HopefulIST it will he Many' years before
all traces of our ancient ancestors will




The old Paris to Murray Road is open
to traffic once again with the com-
pletion of a temporary bridge over
White Oak Creek, according to John
Ramsey, county road commissioner.
Deaths reported include Herman C.
Smith, age 62, and Assistant Attorney
General of Kentucky M. B. Holifield;
age 85.
Floyd Burdette, coach at the
.University of Tennessee Martin
Branch, spoke at the basketball
banquet held at Murray State College,
according to MSC Rex Alexander.
The tenth annual banquet of the Hazel
High School Alumni Association will be
held April 20-at the school with the Reit'
Billy Grey Hurt as speaker.
"War and Peace" starring Audrey
Hepburn and Henry Fonda is showing
at the Varsity Theatre.
The NIurray
',edger & Times.
The Murray Ledger Si Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving 
-bY ur ra Y;Newspa pers , Inc. , -103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
—Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION .RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
month, payable in advance. By mail •
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington. Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and puryear, Tem.,$17.50 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $32.50
per year.
Member of Associated Press:Ken-





Property damage from the- sudden
windstorm here on :April 5 has been
reported by the local property owners.
Twenty-two Murray telephone em-
ployees joined the nationwide phone
strike on April 7 to put the Murray
System on an emergency basis.
'the Murray High School class of 1946,
Joe Pat Anderson, class president, will
present a memorial plaque bearing the
names of former Murray High students
who lost their lives in World War II, to
Murray High School on April 11.
Deaths reported this week include
James M. Walker, age 89, Wade Burke,
age 71, Mrs. Era Russell Roberts, age
34, Halton Wayne Armstrong, age two
months, Samuel William Duncan, age
72, Ftelina Lee Hutson, age 24, Martha
Frances Hill, age 72, and Nora McKeel,
age 62.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Burkeen
on April 5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Thornton on April 9, a boy to Mr. and'
Mrs. Robert Bazzell on April 10, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Oren -Hopkins on
March 25.
Marriages reported this week include
Cozy. Edith Cohoon to Bernice Earl
Garland on April 5.
New officers of the Murray Rotary
Club are C. 0. Bondurant, Robert E.




Lynn Grove High School
4 
carried
away the honors in both music and
public speaking in the county tour-
nament held, at New Concord High
School. Hazel High School was second
in both departments.
Deaths reported this week include
Dr. William F. Gruggs, age 72, Rev.
John C. Rudd, age 80,4toselle Biunpas,
age 30; I. N. Fulton, age 82, William E.
Blackburn, age 63, and Wade Wilson
Russell, infant son.
The Kentucky Department of Welfare
has 165 aged people in Calloway County
who received assistance payments
totalling $1,648.50 for the mtnth of
March.
Mrs. L. E. Owen of Murray was
elected president of the First District
Parent-Teacher Association at the
meeting held April 6 at Cadiz.
Marriages announced this week
include Anne Parker to Clay C. Darnell
on March 27.
New officers of the Murray Rotary
Club are Karl Frazee, Dr. Rob Mason,
011ie Boren, Luther Robertson, (teTrite
Hart, L. J. Hortin, and' Rev. A. V.
Havens. '
1)r. C. H. Jones and Dr. J. A. Outland
attended the 25th anniversary of their




Fine Art Print Prices
By JOHN CUNNIIrr
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Americans who
used,, to decorate their walls with
inexpensive mirrors and mass-
produced lithographs are now steadily
bidding up the prices of original, hand-
signed fine art prints.
A print by Coca Romley, a native of
Spain, was offered in January 1975,
professionally framed, by Original
Print Collectors Group Ltd., a mail
order seller that searches out quality,
medium-price prints.
Four months later five of its
customers unsuccessfully sought the
print for $220. Ten months- biter the-
price went to $240, and two months after
that to $245. By June of 1976 bidding had
risen to $265.
There is no way of foretelling how
high the price Might go, bid a 36-per
cent gain in just 18 months, and great
reluctance to sell by the 125 owners of
the limited edition, suggest a bullish -
future.
The use of a Wall Street term to
describe a print isn't altogether
inappropriate because, no denying it, a -
good many collectors. are philistines,
more interested in pricesthan art.
But there seems little doubt either
that true appreciation is involved.
"Fine arts has attracted the attention
of the ordinary, American," says Bruce
Whyte, founder of Original Print
Collectors.
Nevertheless, many people 'still think
of a • print as the equivalent of a
magazine illustration, when in fact it is
one of a limited edition on which the
artist has personally worked, and on
which he has applied his signature.
.Prints are not. reprndtictions of oil
paints either. They are conceived as
prints, the image being created on a
lithographic stone, etching plate, silk
screen, wood block or some other
transfer medium.
The individual prints are then
"pulled" from the medium by the artist
or by a master printmaker working
under his or her supervision. If ap-
proved, the artist then signs the- print.
and numbers it. And destroys the
master.
Four years ago Whyte sold $320,000
worth of such prints by mall. His
volume now, entirely-by mail order, is
$1.5 million, even though the nature of
the business — fine arts are ,necesarily
limited — imposes restraints on
growth.
For the entire industry, sales of
prints at retail are estimated by sellers
at about $150 million, compared with
only $75 million four years ago, and
probably $12 tkillien to $lfi million a
decade ago.
Whyte estimates that based on
present trends the retail business will
grow to one-half billion dollars five
years from now, a consequence of
spreading interest and rising prices.
The mail order segment seems to be
growing especially fast. Of the 150
million sales currently — not counting
auctions — Whyte estimates that $11.2 -
million worth are mail order. Four
years ago, he says, sales were only $3.4
million. '
-Book of the MontliClub and Time Inc.
offer prints by mail.. Reader's Digest
and American Express have tested the
market. The Franklin Mint is now
testing it. But there are limitations.
"You can't have volume in this
business," Whyte says, "because prints
and editions are limited."
_Isn't It The Truth
It is nonsense for a woman to 'think
she can change a man, and vice versa.
Each is already committed to certain
set and incurable habits and when thy.
stand up and say "I do" They do not
mean "I will" and neither should ha ye




Why is the- coupon you want to clip
ealwaysprinted on the back of the 'story
yotkwant to save?
Paxton, Mass. • — Karl Sachs, 14,
wanted a pen pal, so he wrote to a
Japanese student whose name was On a
pen pal club list. The result: 93 letters
from more than 80 different Japanese
students. "The organization I wrote to,
about getting a pen pal put my name
and picture in a newspaper," Sachs
explained, producing one of-severar
identical clippings forwarded him by
some of his pen pals. He said he sent a
-letter to each of them, gnclesing a
Bicentennial quarter. (Quincy Patriot-
Ledger)
Letter To The Editor
An Opinion On The Apple
Dear Editor:
We would like to know if the people of
Henry County condone what we think is
police harrassment and kidnapping?
We were also wondering if Henry
County is a police state?
We have not yet seen any justice in
Henry County. If there is justice, how
can police mass arrest 202 people? Most
of these people never came outside the
bar and knew nothing about the trouble
occurinetfutside.
' We have been going to the Apple since
the present management took over. We
have never seen a fight or any trouble
except for when the police or drunks
from other bars came to harrass
people.
The use of drugs at the Apple is no
worse than at any other bar. The police
come in the Apple and bother people all
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local bars. Why? Is this because the
patrons of the Apple are young, MSU
students and have long hair?
We feel sorry for the citizens of Henry
and Calloway Co. if you condone what
we feel was the harrassment and false
arrest of your young people and the
students of MSU.
We were personally very disgusted
by the statement Dr. Curris made to the
press. Most of the students did nothing
for anyone to apologize for. Dr. Curris.
said that the University would help see
. that the guilty people are prosecuted.
'Fine, but what about the people that are
guilty of nothing more than being
young? We would like Dr. Curris and
the University to see that charges
against these people are dropped and
that the police that we feel falsely
arrested these students are prosecuted.
The trouble that ,occured at the Apple
was a disgrace. Please, do not let the.






- Executive Vice President
. United States-Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: COAL AND THE FUTURE
In recent statements, President
Carter has stressed the need for greater
use of America's vast coal reiburces.
.. This is a proper and necessary em-
phasis on a key energy resource, but
the public has to reason to doubt that
the federal government will permit, let
alone encourage, full utilization of coal.
As in so . many other situations,
government isn't the answer to coal
supply problems; it is the problem.
Federal regulators have thwarted
full' development -of coal._ They have
worked hand-in-hand with en-
vironmental extremists who are op-
posed to all mining projects. J. E.
Tobey of the Coal Market Commentary
"and Iteiearch Service recently noted
that environmental obstructionists
have slowed down production of coal
"to a walk—only 2.6 per cent increase
in 1976 over 1975, principally because of
overkill on sulphur restrictions."
Otes Bennett Jr., of the National Coal
Assn., recently asserted that amend-
ments to the Clean Air Act of '1970, now
being considered by Congress, "would
Make a bad situation „worse" with
.respect to achievingthe nation's energy
goals through the greater use of coil.
Mr. Hennett said that the existing
Clean air requirements Were forting
industry away from coal and to natural
gas and imported oil. About 200 million
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, „April 9, the 99th
-day of 1977. There are 266 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1865, the Civil War
ended as Gen. Robert E. Lee surren-
dered to Gen. Ulysses S: Grant at
Appomattox Court House, Va.
On this date:
—In 1682, the French explorer, La
Salle, reached the Gulf af Mexico after
traveling down the Mississippi River.
—In 1939, 75,000 people crowded
aroimd the Lincoln Memorial to hear.
"black singer Marian Anderson after she
had been barred from tonstitution
Hall.
—In 1940, in World War II, Germany
invaded Norway and Denmark.
—In 1942,'after more than three
months of resistance, American and
Filipino forces on Bataan in the
Philippines were overwhelmed by the
Japanese.
—In 1963; Britain's Sir Winston
Churchill was proclaimed an honorary
citizen of the United States.
—In 1968, thousands of people took
part in funeral services in Atlanta, Ga,.
for the civil rights leader, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
Ten years ago: Police in Nashville,
Tenn., quelled rioting by blacks around
Fisk University.
Five years ago: Doctors at the
University .of Virginia Hospital in
Charlottesville said former President"'
Lyndon B. Johnson was showing
'definite improvement after suffering a
serious heart attack.
One year ago: The US. and Soviet
Union agreed on the proposedtext of a
treaty to limit the size of underground
nuclear tests for peaceful purposes.
Today's birthdays: Former
Democratic Sen. J. William Fulbright
of Arkansas is 72. French actor Jean-
Paul Helmond° is 44.
Thought for today: "Courage is the
first of human qualities because-it is the
quality which guarantees all the
others." — Sir Winston Churchill, 1874-
1965.
HARRIGAN
tons of coal out of a total production
of 665 million last year — didn't meet
air quality requirements. In view of
this, Congress should delay action on
amendments to the clean air law
relatingto power plants and industrial
facilities twill hard information is
available on their economic impact.
American homeowners public
facilities, and industries must have
adequate fuel. Without fuel for fac-
tories, unemployment will soar.
Therefore,. Congress stuiukLrecognize
that the economic impact of a gover-
nment ruling is as important as the
environmental impact.
Utilization of higher-sulphur content
coal is essential for stales east of the
Mississippi. At the same time, the
federal government should support
development of low-sulphur coal on the
Great Plains. Coal mines being opened
in Wyoming and Utah, for example, are
major national assets.
Investors are displaying tremendous
faith in the promise of the Western Coal
Industry. . Energy companies are
planning to construct 47 new power
plants and 21 coal-to-gas conversion
plants in the Western_ states. These
facilities are a vital part of America's
answer to virtual economic warfare by
the oil-producing nations of the Middle
East, Africa and South America.
It is fashionable to speak of the
United Statesentering a post-industrial
phase. And, to be. sure, if new energy
sources aren't developed, there is little
hope for industrial growth., Without new
*Nadal growth. America,. be
faced , with years of stagflatiOn and
unemployment. •
If the Western coal mines are fully
utilized, however, the country can look
to a renewal of industrial development.
The economies of the Great Plains
states will; thrive. By the end of this
century, new industrial centers are
likely to rise in areas rich in energy and
minerals. This process is part of the
continuing story of American set-
-dement- and development
Unfortunately, there is scant ap-
preciation _of the importance of rapid
development of surface mining of coal.,
This isn't surprilintAs there is littler'
public understanding of America's
need to remain the world's strongest
industrial power.
Environmental obstructionists
scream "rape of the land" whenever --
surface mining is mentioned. They
ignore the economic effects of anti-strip
mining legislation, such as Senate Bill 7
and House Bill 2, now before the
Congress. Yet the last anti-strip mining
bill, which President Ford vetoed,
would have cost consumers between
$2.4 and $5.6 billion, according to the
American Enterprise Institute study
entitled "Striking A Balance."
One can only hope that the recent
terrible winter -provided—a- shock of
recognition of the real economic
problems facing the Ambrican people.
It is essential that the U.S. public
support a realistic energy policy, which
means support for coal mining.
Bible' Thought
He that trusteth in His own heart
is a fool: but who walketh wisely,
he shall be delivered. Proverbs
,It is silly to trust in the limited
knowledge of man when we have
the limitless knowledge of Cod
available to us for the asking.
Let's Stay Well
Total Hip Replacement In Children
Q. MrS. S.S. explains that her
family has been quite surprised
and concerned about the recom-
mendation that her 12-year-oil
--nephew--have- his --hip
replaced by an artificial one. She
knows that such' operationsare
done on adults, usually older
was, but she has never 'heard of
such surgery -performed on a
child.
Her nephew has had severe
rheumatism and has suffered
much pain in his hip region.
A. Total hip replacements
- were first used on okTer adult&
Only in recent years has this ma-
jor surgery been used in selected
cases in children.
Severe joint,pain, malposition,
and limitation of potion have
been so disabling in some ins-
tances that surgery offered a
By Fit Blasingame. M.D
better outlook Disuse 'impaired
muscular development and
function, often allowing shorten-
ing to become established to
-ma even
limited amount of mobility and
joint function were not possible.




and others. Post-operative care,.
including exercise of muscles
and joints, may extend for as
lonk as a year. .
The relief Of pain in tHF'
affected joint may be dramatic.
The disabled child is often capa-
ble of moving about more freely,.
allowing _ for more participation
with his'or her peers Muscular
strength generally improves
with use.
While such sjsrgery is formida-
ble, it may be better than the
pain and disability of the ,dis-
easejoint.' -
Is It Worthwhile ,
To Take Care of 'Baby`
Teeth?
Q. Mrs. PA. states that her
childreti are troubled by cavities
in their first or "baby" teeth. She
has been taking the children
regularly to a dentist tp Xe the
decayed areas-.repaired She
wonders if tiich is desirable or
necessary.' She has heard re-
cently that the germs in the
cayities may help the children to
develop, an immunity that can
give better protection in later
life against decay in their sk-
Blasingame
ondary or permanent teeth.
A. You have been following IF
the accepted and preferable pro-
cedure .4iLliaving cavities cor-
rected in the primary teeth
Their preservation avoids pain
and unsightly appearance, in-
proves dental hygiene and prg-
vents the premature loss of teeth.
The premature low of the prim-
ary or deciduous teeth can have
unfavorble effects on the growth
of the jalys and increases the
chances of malocclusion and ata
pacten of the permanent teeth
The benefits from immunity
are uncertain, while the rewards
of having healthy baby teeth are
well known and are worth the
--efftw'L.Y.our dentist-htis been giv-
ing you excellent advice, and




















































































































































Unemployment benefits extended to four new grOups
FRANKFORT, —
Unemployment benefits
will be extended to foul.






state and local government
workers and employes of
nonprofit elementary and
secondary school!.
For two years, these
workers have been covered
by the temporary -Sup-
plemental Unemployment
Assistance Act, which will
be phased out this year.
Essentially, the new
legislation replaces this
stMalemerftal act r and
makes coverage available
to these groups on a per-
manent basis, - explained-
James Hayden, director of
unemployment insurance
for the Department for
Human Resources.
"We're getting estimates
together now on the
number of people extended
coverage will affect, and
how much more the
program will cost in terms
of benefits paid out from
our unemployment in-
surance fund," said
Hayden. An in-depth study
will be complete by spring.
Benefits .paid to Ken-
tuckians through the
temporary assistance act
came directly from the
federal. • government. But
benefits paid under the new
legislation will be derived
from employers, as is the
-customary practice.
'The new law will have
the biggest impact on state
and jogai governments
which , employ, 165,000
peopli in the .state, said
Hayden. "Now, govern-
ments and school boards
must begin paying into the
state's unemployment
insurance fund to provide




in addition to government
workers affected by the
new legislation, about 200
farms in the state employ
enough persons over a
period of time to be af-
fected by the act.
"It is certain, that
Kentucky will have to
modify its tax fate
structure for employers,"
he said. Although the
change will not effect all
employers, it will insure
that they are not paying too
much into the state's
Unemployment insurance
fund_ _Unemployment- in..
surance payments to out-
of-work individuals are
paid from this employer-
support ,fund.
The employer pays into
the unemployment in-
surance _fund according to
his Dumber of employes




work force arecovered by
unemployment insurance.
If out of work, they may
receive from $12 to $87 a
week in unemployment
insurance benefits for up to
39 weeks.
Coverage first began in
1937, one year after the
first federal unem-
ployment insurance bill
was passed on the heels of
the Great Depression.
Until 1941, employes and
employers paid money into
the . unemployinent _ Certain -employes "of
surance fund. NOW the fund school systems who do not
is supported by employers have, or eipect, Continuing
only. They pay according contracts of employment.
to. their number of em-
ployes.
The new law will affect
the following situations:
— Employers with 10 or
more agricultural workers
In 20 we4s, or who pd
220,000 or more in wages in
any three-Month period.
— Employers who paid
domestic worker(s) $1,000
or more in any calendar
quarter.
— All State and local
government workers ex-.
cept elected officials,
members of the legislative
'body, judiciary and
national guard, emergency',
employes hired in case of
disaster, and inmates in
custodial or -penal in-
stitutions.
Questions and answers about lift insurance coverage
Many people have
questions about life in-,.
surante coverage or
practices. The American
Council of Life Insurance
answers personal inquiries
from the public:
Q. We are considering
buying life insurance on
my husband, as he has
been laid off from- his job
and his group insurance
will soon expire. I teach,
and we have no children,
though we probably will
within the next five years.
How much insurance
should be buy?
A. A person leavings job
in which he was covered by
group insurance usually
has 31 days to Convert that
coverage .to an individual
_Quatitr$eriice
Company, Inc;
*Neat Pump and Air Conditioning
Specialists
*Modern Shoot Metal Shop









Every inclivida• is-different . You
wouldn't try to fit a.6 short lacket.On
a 44 regular frame..
- It's the ;same Way with trISUragce..r.
Everyone has different needs. And
because were an Independent agency,
we can Iii hias_e .0eadsabest
plan of _insurance !except
term insurance) at stan-
dard rates without
evidence of insurability —
in other + words, without
passing a physical exam or
meeting . other re-
quirements.
As for 'how much in-
surance you and your
husband should own, there
is no flat rule. A person
generally purchases life
insurance to provide in-




Ross Wilder of Murray,
began employment "is an
installment loan -officer
with the Peoples Bank,
armpit 1.'ie ornriiinitr, to
Boy, bank
president. . made to Paducah to reduceWilder 's experience in
lending includes one year 
or eliminate the nor
with Kentucky Finance area businessmen to travel
Company and the past nine
' yeafs with Credit Thrift of
my fiancee to become the America. Prier to joining
beneficiary of my life in- Peoples Bank, Wilder was
surance policy, which _was manager of the local Credit
previously in my mother's Thrift office.
name. My agent claims L.,/ Wilder was born in
cannot change the policy Danville, Ky., and his
unless the beneficiary is father was a career Army
another member of the man. He has lived in
family. Is this tnie? Japan, West Germany,
A. Generally speaking,-if Tennessee and Georgia and
you are the' ownerof your attended school in each of
policy, as well as the in- those places. ,
sured, and if your mother, He spent three years in
has not been named an the U.S. Army and was
irrevocable beneficiary, stationed at Fairbanki,
or she should die. • Thu.., you may change the name Alaska. From 1960 to 1967
atilowIlt depends on the of the beneficiary to. he was associated with Air
family financial situation, anyone you wish. Until Product's and Chemicals as
An insurance agent is recently, the. concpet of 'a welding supply salesman
qwlifiecl to help you M this "ins ura ble interest" add tt9re manager.
decision. - tended to-cast doubt on the --;-
McDOnald's Restaurant Supports Calloway County ligiSchool fund Drive
Murray, Kentucky'
residents can buy their
favorite McDonald's meal
in advance during the
entire month of April and
help,the Calloway County
High School boys and girls
track teams at the same
time. according- to- Clyde
'aid. Mike Love, oivnei -
operators of the par-
ticipating McDonald's
restaurant.
Team members will be
selling special McDonald's
certificates which can be
redenuned-for-one-doliar's
Small Business Mm. news
A Small Business Ad-
ministration Loan
representative will be
available in Paducah, at
City Hall (second floor),
Commissioner's Cham-
bers, -from 9:00 a. m. til
12:00 noon, Thursday, April
21, 1977to discuss financial
and management
assistance • available to
small businessmen.
4. I recently became








This ad oaid to,
Joan Cooloev (teas
We represent a number OT- cirtere,t
Insurance Companies, so we can shop ,
around for you to find. the plan -that
best fits you,— at the best price
•Let us tailor make your insurance









MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751
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., HILE YOU WAIT
102 N 4th Sfreet 753-5397
4
validity of a policy payable
to anyone who did not have
either a close family
relationship or substantial
economic interest in the
continued life of the person
insured. Today. a person is
-usually held to have an
insurable interest in his
own life, and generally
Wildar_is married to the
former Erna Francesca
Furtrnaier of Rosenheim,
West Germany. The couple
has three children, Vicki,
Steve and Samantha, and
the family resides at 1519
Henry Street, Murray.
Wilder is located in the
installment loan depart-
- nante—anYene--os—ment of the main effiee-of
beneficiary, regardless of Peoples. Bank, 5th and








105 North 12th Street 753-8080
The Professional Office With The Friendly Touch
For all ybur real estate needs
Andra Moody 153-9036 Homer Miller 753-7519
Barba( Erwin 753-4136 B. B. Hook 753-1387
Realms, Moody 753-9036
MEMSER Of MULTIRLf LISTING SERVICE
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
win Xates.
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
314 East Main street
, Murray, K. 4201
Phone 753-0113
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Majestic FireolaceseAlurninurn Awnino•
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Starting 3rd Yr in Dr wntown Hazel, 1( ,
Phone 492-8647 For free Estimate,







originated with the curren- •
cy adthurihedbyCongreat
in 1861 to finance, the Civil z
War. These demand notes
had no backing other than
faith that the government
would redeem them.
Faith is fine, but the money of our depositors is
insured-by an agency of the U. S. Government ...
it is safe!
PEOPLES01BAlli
• ▪ MURRAY EY
!Aernbir FDIC
r fLa " 'UMW " ILO 4.1.9 ...• 
'Vigils by Silit'sUdY are




—Solon Bucy, 1ocl. Agent
for. Prudential Ins. Co. of
America was honored at a
recent cam_pany meeting_
for providing over a
14)00,000 (million ) - of
protection for his clients in
Murray, Ky. This is the
highest honor a agent can
receive.
Solon wishes to thank the
people of Murray for their
support— in helping him
accomplish this award.'
about an SBA loan are
risked to bring with Diehl
current- profit and loss
statements and a balance
sheet for the last complete
business year.
Persons not presently in
business, but seeking
financial help to start
should bring a current
personal 4inancial
" -statement. Phone (502) 442,
7561.
SBA provides counseling
service through the Service
Corps of Retired
Electives (SCORE) on
the first Thursday of each





,panies are paying benefits
at a rate ahead of 1975's
record high.
In the first six Months of
1976, beneficiaries,-
policyholders and an-
nuitants in the U.S.
received benefits total $11.8
billion, according to
.estimates released by the
American Council of Life
Insurance. For the first six
_months last year benefits
Are eitiinitecY 111
All categories of benefits,
with the exception of
matured endowments,
increased in the first half of
1976. Here is a breakdown
of "' benefit payments




YOUR VOTE AND INFRIENCE
IS APPRECIAIED THANKS
this advertisement paid lot ha Donald ("efaintH Tree:per
FOR YOUR HEATING & MR CONDITIONING NEEDS CALI
JERRY HUMPHREYS
Heating and Air Conditioning
753-0112
402 Pine Street Free Estimates
All Insurance Agents
are about alike - un-
til you have a claim.''
Most insurance agents
look pretty much alike.
But some work for only
one cornpanV while
'others (like us) are
dependent, working opts
for you.
An agent working for
one company must
satisfy the company H
he doesn't his job may
be in jeopardy.
With us, we must
satisfy only you. N the in-
itlrafICP company •
doesn't make good, they
will lose all our business.'
not just yours So they
can't afford to cross 
either of us up.
How does this work



















worth of 'food and
beverages at the Mc-
Donald's restaurant at 107
N. 12th Street in Murray.
McDonald's will con-
tribute fifty cents for every
dollar certificate sold by
the students. 'Proceeds will
be used to-build an asphalt
Component She" Opens_
JEFF EDWARDS-,
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Workman of
Murray Route Otie, has
recently opened a new
business, "The Component
Shop" at Clinton, Mo. This
shop will feature audio and
visual equipment.
Edwards, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Vaughn
Edwards of Sedalia, Mo.,
and also the grandson of
Mrs. Barber Edwards of'
Sedalia, is a graduate of
Sedalia High School and
attended college there. The
new store owner has a
special background in
music and. sings in special
programs along with his








Paid for by the candidate
track in connection with
the new Calloway County
High School football field.
"This project is another
way for McDonald's to
thank, the peeple of
Calloway Qounty for
helping us grow," said
ar e a c ti-ritte-s
representative, Ruth
Eversmeyer. "Everyone
who purchases one of the
special certificates- can
receive up to a dollar's
worth .of food at Mc-
Donald's foe every dollar
spent and at the same time,
provide much needed





You'll feel secure in
knowing that we're on
hand 24 hours a da)!
Call anytime, for fait













MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEKK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436-5676
Check Slivffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller   753-7550
DoneW R. Tucker, C.R.B.  753-1930
DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
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Lakers Drop 12-0 Game
InValk-A-Thon Friday
Each spring, there's usually, gtandslam homerun.
1, some kind of walk-a-thon held The Marshals ' added
fig some sort of charity.
'There was a walk-a-thon
Friday night at Calvert City as
everyone was charitable. But
all the benefits went to
Marshall County as they won a
12-0 game over Calloway
County.
The contest was called after
four and one-half innings.
-.Lielieve it or not, there were
a total of 21 walks in the game.
Calloway County pitching
issued 13 walks while Mar-
ALMOST - Murray State long juniper Brenda Weidenbenner just missed getting a place in the final; of 
her event. She missed by
• fraction of getting 'sixth place. The Murray women finished fourth behind Florida State, SW, and Eastern Kentucky.
• (Half Kota "by Mike Samosa)
Racer Women Finish In
Fourth At Invit9tional
Thercame a long way but it University for Women 15 and
was well worth the trouble.. Austin Peay 2.
After an ' all-day trip Florida State claimed seven ,
Thursday, Florida State was'first place finishes in the meet
in fine shape Friday afternoon which was scored on a 10-8-6-4-
as they captured the team t-11 MillIth six places being
championship in the Murray awarded.
State Women's Invitational Nine records fell in the meet
Track Meet.
The Seminoles bad no
trouble at all in easily out-
distancing the field. Florida
State had 156 points whije
Southern Illinois-Carbondale
wasa very distant second with
91 points. Eastern Kentucky
was third with 67 while the
host Murray State women
were in fourth place with 56
points.
Other team scores included
Western Kentucky 53, Indiana.
48, Southwest Missouri 48,
East Tennessee 30, Memphis
State • 21, Mississippi
••••••
including marks in the 880-
medley relay; the shot put, the
three-mile run, the 440-yard
relay, the 100-meter hurdles,
the 440-yard dash, the 100-yard
dash, the javelin and' the
discus.
One of themarks was set by
Karen Wilson of Murray State.
WiLgon, one of the top per-
formers in the meet, ran away
from' everyone in the 100-
meter hurdles in an out-
standing time of 14.3. In
second was Gayle Harris of
Western, which is coached by
former Murray State star





we pay the penalty.
And the interest!'
Reason No. 14 why H&R Block
• •*hould do your taxes.
H&R Block doesn't make many mistakes.
Our people are trained not to. But if we
should make an error that costs you
additional tax, you pay only the additional
tax. Block pays any penalty and interest
We stand behind our work.
' Henry WABlotk
_ H&R BLOCK_
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St. 753-9204
OFFICE HOURS: 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays, 9.AM to PM Sat
Carla Coffey. Harris , finished
in 14.7 as did Betty Fox of
Murray State who was third.
The victory by Wilson was
the only first place in the meet
for the Racers, who are
coached by Margaret Sim-
mons.
The Murray women did
manage to get four second
places.
The 880-medley relay team
..of Michelle Bowens, Karen
WiLson, Susan McFarlancrind
MaryJarieGates finished first
in their heat but had to settle
for second in a time of 1:51.25
while the two-mile relay team
of Ivy Chreste, Kathy Schafer',
Carol Schafer and Pattie
Bittel finsihed in 10:08.1 for
second in that event.
In the 440-relay, Wilson, Dee
Coleman, McFarland and Lisa
Brockett combined for, a 49.6
1111- Medley Relay - . 1. - aman-
weal Missamai; MarraY State-1:5116;
State, 1:52.4; Western Ky.,
tIr2.13;hillSoathern OIL, 1:53.2; Instana,
1:53,3
Shot Put - 43-10 - Kim Travers,
FSU; Vicki Smith, FSU, 4S-1 34; Pam
Dalmke, Ind., 41-10'11; Treys Hall, Ind.,
39-3 24; Joyce Davis, 41UW, V-104;
Sheri Coplin,SWMO, 3743/4.
Three-Mlle - 17:12.9 - 3anny Utt,
MU; Jean Obly;SIU, 17:57.0; Kerrisse
Heffenar, , 19:15.5; Nancy San-
dhagen, SW/40, 16:17.1; Glenda
Calibre, Mur., 19:04; Julie Conover,
SI1.1,19:32.0
440-Relay - 48.9 - Western Ky.;
Murray SL, 40.6; Indiana, 49.9; Florida
St., 50.0; Southwest Mo., 50.3; Eastern
Ky., 51.7
Long - 18-10% - (Tie) Kim
FSU and Connie Franklin, ET-
33J: Mary Catherine Kelly, FSU, 184k.;
Gail Harris, WKU, 11.3 14; Ruby °gum,
APSU, 17-11; Janice Evans, M1JW, 174
1/4
Mile Run - 5:01.1 - Nancy Mc-
Cormack, FSU; Pad Gaston, EKU,
5:11.1; Lan FSU, 5:23.0; Vickie
Monroe, Ind. 5:26.4; Vicki Renner, EKU,
5:27.5; Linda Snovak, SIU, 5:33.0
100-Meter Hurdles - 1.4.3 - Karen
Wilson, Mir.; Gayle Harris, WKU; Bet-
ty Fox, Myr. 14.7; Roe Anderson, FSU,
14.9; Mary ,U. LW...
Brocionen, SIU,16.2
440-yard Dash - 57.1 - Connie
Franklin, ETSU; Mary Ann Scott,
MUW 59.5. flu Btvens Ment 59.8;
and second place.
Wilson, who had simply a
brilliant day, finished second
in the 100-yard dash, crossing
the line in 11.2 while team-
mate Susan McFarland was
sixth in 11.4.
Glenda Calabro was fifth in
the three-mile run while
Kathy Schafer was fifth in the
440-yard dash for the Racers.
The two-mile relay "B" team
Was fifth. Running legs were
Marthichucicett, Karen Macy,
Candy Belcher and Jewel
-
_
Connie Franklin of East
Tennessee was named as the
outstanding performer of the
meet. She won the 220, the 440
and tied for first in the long
Here are the complete
results of the meet:
add six, point




Ruester, 114h; Bea Yaden, EKu
1104; Mary Schulte, SWPAO, 1034
880-yard Rim - 2:18.1 - Lauren Led-
better, FRI: Peggy Evans, SIU, 2:19.1;
Paula Gastrin, EICU, 2:21.1; Pam Lead-
better, FSII, - 222.4; Carol Draper,
Mem., 2:27.8; Cindy Sullivan, FSU,
2:39.5
400-Meter Hurdles - 64.3 - Man,
Catherine Kelly, FSU: Mary Shirk, SILT,
06.1; Vicki Malin, SWMO, 137.7; Noreen
White, EKU, 69.4; Carrie Davis, Men.,
69.5 Gayle Harris. WKU. 710
Vii-Yard Dash - 24.9 - Connie
Frahklm, KlbU ; Marsha Cole, WKU,
.25.7; Denise McCoy, E/CU, 25.7; Mary
Ann Scott, MUW ; Sharon Fulgraf, Ind
26.2; Tammy Richards, Ind., 24.3'
Two-Mile Rim- 11 : 21.15 - Jenny Utz,
EKU; Jean Ohly, SIU, 11:46.8; Nancy
Jaquish, FSU, 11:54.3; Linda Snouck,
SIU, 12:10.4; Kern "Heffernan, FSU,
12:16.9, Karen Copen, SWMO, 12: 20.1
Two-Mile Belay - 9:50.8 - Florida
State; Murray "A", 10:06.1; SWMO,
10:10.4; siu , 10:47.1; Murray "B",
11:13.7; Western Ky., 11:33.5
Mile Relay - 4:02.1 - Florida State
"A"; Florida State "B", 4:07.5,
Southern Illinois, 4:10.9; SWMO, 4:11;
IncTiana, 4:11.6; XeMphisState, 4:14.4
Pentathlon -3,760 points - Teri Seip-
pel, EKU; Ann ReifeL Ind., 3,330; Kern
-MI% • 1U 2,738; Shelley -
Men., 2,542; Teresa Peck, WKU, 2,461;
Pam England WKU, 2,296
Discus - 143-1 - Kim Travers, FSU;
Beverly col, 'mu, 60.2; Carol Schafer, Vicki Smith, FSU, 125-10; Sunny &ark,
Mar., 40.3; Tanya Muetefering, SWMO, SWMO, 124-6; Jeri Mill*, SIU, 118-6;
40.7 Kay Bush, 1184; Jennifer Camp-
Dash' - 11.1 - Sandra bell, ETSU, 114-945
Thomas, WKU; Karen Wilson, Mur., /Rah Jump - 5-5 - Gface Loyd, Sur;
11.2; Sharon Fullgraf, Ind., 11.3; Dortim."Denise McCoy, EKY, 5-4; June Winston,
Pope, Ind., 11.3; Marshal Cole, WKU, SOU, 5-3; Ruth Ann Greene, Ind., 5-2;
111; Susan McFarland, Mur., 11.4 Nancy Townsend, FSU. 5-2; Nelda Un-





AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) -
Tom Watson refuses to think
about winning the Masters
golf championship. Rod
Funseth can't even picture
himself on top.
Like it or not, those two
found themselves with a one-
stroke lead heading into the
third round of .this prestigious
touniainent today at the 7,030-
yard Augusta National Golf
Club course.
Watson, a young man who
knows how to win but also
finds ways to give, away
victories, fashioned a three-




doesn't exactly exude self-
confidence, birdied four
straight holes to carve out 867
to go with an earlier 72.
Their five-under-par totals
of 139 gave them the lead, but
23 of the world's finest players
were bunched within five
shots of them and preparing tto
make a run for possibly the
most coveted golf title in the
world. _ v.. -
Among those challengers
were unawed rookie Bill
Kratzert and_ Ben Crenshaw,
one back at 140; first-round
leader .• Hubert Green and
South African Gary Player,
141; five-time Masters champ
Jack Nicklaus and sore-armed
Jerry Pate, 142; defending
champion Raymond Floyd,
143, and perennial Masters
runnerup Tom Weiskopf, 144.
Thirty-three players in the
international field of 76 shot
par or better Friday in near-
perfect weather. The tern- Owners:
perature was in the 80s but the
wind, as it had for the first
round, picked up in the af-
ternoon-and entrsed a club -
selection problem for many of
the players.
Watson wasn't bothered
much. He birdied all four par
5s and needed to par the 18th
for sole possession of the lead.
But he pulled a 5-iron on the
420-yard par 4 and had to`
fettle for bogey. •
another run in the third and
one more in the fourth to get
an even dozen.
Alexander worked two and
one-third innipgs and was
• charged with six runs, four of
which were earned. He gave
way to Fred Kemp who
worked the last 'one- and two-
thirds innings. Kemp gave up
six runs, five of which were
earned.
Calloway had justtwo hits in
the vgisame, both by Tommy
shall County's Jeff Copeland, 
c a
*
who allowed just two hits in On Thursday, Chavis pit-
working the five-inning stint, ched and batted the Lakers to
gave up eight free passes. an 8-4 victory over Wing° in,
Calloway County left a total .the _Opening game of the
of 13 men stranded on the season for Calloway.
basepaths. Thus far, in the two games,
_Marshall County hopped on Chalfis t.5 five-for-five at the
Laker starter Teddy plate.
Alexander for three runs in Calloway hosts Webster
-the first: - - County_ to. a twinhill today at
, The Marshals took ad- the city.park. The first contest
vantage of six walks and a begins at 1 p. m.
two7rUn Single by Dick. -
Then if ..ethe= second, the
Marshals used three walks
ab
and three hits to produce two. McQusban-lf ..... 3
runs. Calloway County turned Rchl= 
2
over a doubleplay in the Gibson4b •3
• • tir Gibsones 
1land-lb f rame.
2
The killing blow came in the Peeler-2b 2
third when former Murray whimemillant,-dh 2
0
Little League All-Star , Mike Totals 
Vaughn, who ndw lives in







YOU TAKE IT-Susan McFarland hands off the baton to Mary
Jane Gates who prepares to run the anchor leg of the $10-yard
medley relay. The Racer women finished second in the event.
(Ste notes by Mks Ilemsdas)
Scott Wallace
Wes Walters
ONLY FIRST-The Murray State women's truck teams only
first-place finish came here in the 100-meter hurdles widens
Karen Wilson (left foot up) finished in a superb time of 14.3
for the win.
*Tigers Open Baseball
Campaign With 4-3 Win
Murray High opened its
baseball season Thciraciay in
Holland Stadium with a 4-3
victory over Webster County.
The Tigers scored a lone
tally in the home half of the
fifth to snap the tie and give
sophomore righthander
Thomas Kendall the mound
victory.- '-seelind after a sacrifice *-
tempt by Mickey Spann failed.
After Spann fanned for the
first out, Taylor bounded out
to short. But catcher Dean
Cherry ripped a shot dead up
the middle and Bayless came
in with what proved to be the
winning run.. '
Sophomore Brad. -Taylor
hurled the last inning, setting
the side down-in order.
Alan Gibbs, a sophomore
righthander, started on the
mound for the Tigers and was
staked to a 2-0 lead in the first
inning.
Kendall led off the game for
Murray High by reaching on
an error. After stealing
second, Kendall went to third
when Bill Wilson got the first
of his three hits.
Wilson stole second to put "We wanted 'to give our
men on at second and third for pitchers a chance to throw
Lindsey __Hudspeth who. some andthat's why we used
smashed a two-run single into three men," Tiger coach
leftcenter. The Tigers left the Charles Archer said.
"We don't have another
game until after spring break
and I wanted to give our
sophonigre pitchers a, chance
so I could see what they could
do," Archer added.
Wilson's three' hits led the
six-hit Murray High attack
while Hudspeth, Gibbs and
while walking four and fan-
ning five.
Kendall hurled the next
three frames for the Tigers
and gave up two hits. He
walked two and fanned four.
The Tigers gave Kendall the
win in the fifth when Bayless
reached on an error and stole
bases stranded in the inning.
All of Webster County's runs
came in the top half or the
third.A walk, a double and a
three-run shot over the fence
in leftcenter by Knight' gave
Webster County a 3-2 lead.
Murray tied it with a single
rini in' the bottom of the-third-- nierrY each-had a hit.
on some weird baserurming. - "Murray, now 141 611 the
Tony Bayless led off the season, will not Play again
inning by reaching on an error until April 19th when they visit
and Gibbs followed with a Marshall County.
double. Brad Taylor-then hit a Webster County plays a
grounder toward third and this afternoon at ,the
throw to first was high. - - City Park against Calloway
Meanwhile, Gibbs war
streaking toward third where
Bayless had held up. Gibbs
managed to get caught in a
rundown and Bayless trotted lsay onlot:- 32.asbrf  p 
with the tying run. And to HudsPeth-cf
make it even more weird, Bayleso-lf 3













ended the frame: -
Gibbs worked the first three 
Totals zs















201 010 x 4-6-3
HAWAII SPEC1A
Depart Nash. July 21, 8days/7 nights.
Fly Braniff's Special Charter 747 direct to Honolulu.
Fully escorted. Choice of 1,2 or 3 islands. From $549.
Early booking essential. Color brochures available.
For information call or write Mrs. Daphine Hud-
dleston, (Sales Rep. and Tour escort) 1025 Sunset Dr.,
Clarksville, Tenn. 37040 (615) 647-1624.




1412 Main - Phone 153-7780
New Hours for the Summer
7 a.Lm. til 9 p. m. Weekdays - 12:00 to 5:00 p.m. Sundays




























































































Dimmed By Austin Pea
, By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sporto Editor
Austin Peay held its spring
football game Friday af-
ternoon. The only problem
was they held it on • the
baseball diamond at Murray
State.
Playing aggressive and at
times very dirty baseball, the
Governors intimidated the
Thoroughbreds with their
'antics on the basepaths.
In fact, Mufray State was so
intimidated they found
themselves being knocked out
of the race for the Ohio Valley
Conference western division
championship.
-'After a hotly-heated 7-5 win
in the opening game, Austin
Peay came back to crush
Murray 9-1 in the nightcap and
with the win, the Governors go
to 4-1 in the -league while
Murray drops to 2-3.
The two teams square off
again today in Clarksville and
a split would .do-MUrray ab-
solutely no good at all. Murray
must win both games and in
fact, the 'Breds will have to
win every league game left.
But the main problem is
this: including the games
today, the 'Breds play five of
their seven remaining games
on the road. And to put it quite
bluntly, they have about as
much of a chance of winning
all seven as All Landon had of
winning the' 1936 election.
Austin Peay . was supposed
to be strong in the pitching
department and not so strong
afthe plate. They took care or
rumors about the latter part in
the first inning of the first
game when they jumped on
Murray State southpaw Greg
SCOTT DRUG
Cruse for four runs. Two of the
runs came when Pat Dennis
slugged a two-run homer an a
3-0 count over the fence in
deep center.
The Peay added two more in
the second with Dennis again
doing the damage- with a run*
scoring single. The Governors
had one man cut down at the
plate as Al Luigs, in center,*
made the throw to catcher
Mike Cathey who was nearly a
manslaughter statistic.
In fact, twice in the game,
Austin Peay. runners came
into the plate with either their
fists stretched out or their
elbows raised high. And twice,
Crithey held on to the ball for '
-outs. -
.Murray,ivhich waslucky..to
get even a loud foul tip all day,
trailed 7-1 going into the home
half of the fifth and managed
to get back into the game with
three runs, one corning on an
error while the othej scored
on a double by T 'Brown
and a single by Greg Tooley.
Murray added another run
in the sixth to make it 7-5. The
only way the 'Breds could
score was when Don Walkers'
walked to drive in a run. There
were no hits in the inning.
With one out in the seventh,
Tom Fehri walked and after
Dan Teel flied put, Luigs
reached • on an error. Fehn
rounded second and when he
tried to get back, into the bag,
he was thrown out, ending the
game and on a very con-
troversial call at that.
Dick Allegretti hurled the
final five and one-third innings
for the 'Breds and gave up just
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Pat Dennis, Doug Eargle,
Tom Schoettel, Mike McGill
and Wendell Stamps all had
two hits apiece to pace the 12-
hit attack for the 'Govs.
The second game was a
complete farce.
Austin Peay righthander
Ricky Richardson made the
'Breds look like creampuffs at
the,plate as he allowed just
three hits in going the
distance. He was not exactly
super sharp though as he did
give up seven walks, which
was about the only way
Murray could manage to get
on base.
. The Peay got two main the
third' off freshman
-righttiander Clay Vangilder as
McGill slammed a two-airs
double, and of course, as you
ntit guess, there re we two
out
_ 
In the fourth, The Peay
wrapped it up. With one on and
two out, Doug Baker belted an
0-2 pitch over the fence in left
and it was 4-0.
The Peay added five in the
fifth. Murray's lone run came
In the sixth and of all the luck,
Austin Peay pulled off a triple
play to end what might -have
been-a threat. - • -
• Tooley Singled- to drive in
Terry Brown who had walked
and that left runners on at first
and second with nobody out.
John Siemanovtski had walked
after Brown.
Don Walker hit a smash
toward first and Schoettel
speared the ball, stekied on
first and threw to second to
complete the tripleplay.
Vangilder lasted four in-
nings and was charged with
six runs, all of which were
earned. Scott Durham worked
two-thirds .-of an- inning and
gave up three-runs and three
flits before yielding to Mike
Grieshatier who hurled
shutout- ball for two and one-
third innings.
Bake,' Eargle, 'McGill and
Stamps all had two hits for
Austin Peay.
Austin Peay is naw 17-10-1
on the season and 4-1 in the
league while Murray will
carry a.20-6 mark into today's
twinbill at Clarksville.
On Monday, the 'Breds host
Aikansas State for two,
Wednesday Memphis State is
tore for two, Friday Louisville
is here for a single game and
then next Saturday. Murray
will entertain Western Ken-
tuekt for a pair which will




Lwas-d 4 2 2
sliroenwL,-2obwsiu.rf . 32' 11 _42
Toole)31( •  4 0 1
Walker-lb 3 0 0
Giesler-as 4 0 0
Courtney-3b 4 0 0
  1 1 0





.., .241 4_ ;
1... 420 100 0 7-12-3
Marro _001 031 0 5-5-3
616...... 
'
Brown-a, 2 1 0
Sternanoa ski-rf   2 0 0
Touley-lf 3 0 1
Walker-dh  3 0 1. . .
GisIer-ks  r„ 0 0
Wagoner-lb. . .  1 0
Courtne) -3b  2 0 0
Teel-e 3 0 1
Totals 20 1 3
A I'ea)- 002 230 0 9-10-0
Marra) 000 001 0 1-3-0
BALTIMORE CHOPPER—The boll comes off the bat of Stan Giesler and looks like it's deed on
the ground but it is about to take o high bounce down toward third. Giesler was barely thrown
out on the play.
At Least Mariners Won't
Go All Year Without A Win
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Put away the record books.
The Seattle Mariners are- not
going to go all season without
scoring a run or winning a
game, but even some of the
players were stiarting to think
along those lines.
"I think this victory got us
over the hump.- After the first
Om games when we didn't get
any runs at all, we were kind
of wondering Whether we ever
would," said Larry
Milbourne, whose RBI double
capped a two-run sally in the
bottom of the ninth inning that
lifted the' Mariners tuttie ftrst
victory in their threegame
history, a 7-6 triumph over the
Valifornia Angels Friday
night.
"Easy game. We had it all
the way," kidded '-Manager
Darrell Johnson, whose club
firt rillied from a 3-0 deficit,
then blew a 5-I lead in the
eighth inning and fell behind 6-,
5 in the top of the ninth. "This
is certainly going to relax a lot
of people."
As pinch runner Jose Baez
Crossed the plate with the
winning run, lifting the no-
name Mariners over the
Ryan-Tanana-Rudi-Gtich-
Baylor Angels, the public
address system in the Seattle
Kingdome blared forth with
the theme from hit movie
"Rocky" about one of life's
biggest underdogs.
The Mariners' dramatic
triumph was the only game ijj
the American, League. In
National League action, the
Cincinnati Red,s downed the
a, San Diego Padres 6-3 and the
Houston Astros edged tht
Atlanta Braves 3-2 in 11 in-
nings. •
This time, the Mariners
weren't facing Frank Tanana
or Nolan Ryan, who blanked
"'raffle-. —
them in the first two games.
They erased a 3-0 deficit in the
fourth, getting three runs off
Gary Ross to tie thesame-
Dan Meyer had the honor of 
driving in the Mariners' first
run with a double that scored
Dave Collins.
Bill Stein singled to lead off
the bottom of the ninth against
John Verhoeven and—scored-
the tying run-on Bob Stinson's
double. Craig Reynolds as .
walked intentionally but
-Milbourne came through with
his game-winning hit.
Reds 6, Padres 3
Joe Morgan, the NL's Most
Valuable Player the last two
seasons, drove in four tuns
with a three-run homer and a
sacrifice fly as the world
champion Reds made it two in
a row over San Diego. Mprgan.
helped stake Jack Billingham
to a 5-0 lead in the fifth innin
When -"he belted - a 400-foot
homer off Brent Strom.
Billingham yielded a run in
the seventh and departed with
two_ out__ in the _eighth after
giving up a two-run homer -to
Gene Tenace, his first as a
National Leaguer.
Astros 3, Braves 2
Joe Ferguson, one of four
mesvcomersT --in---- Houston's
starting .line-up, blasted a
leadoff home run off Bob
Johnson in the bottom of the
11th to win the game.
J.R. Richard and -Ken
Forsch blanked the Braves
after they took a 2-0 lead in the
first inning on Jeff Burroughs'
two-run homer on his first
time at but in the National
League. The Astros tied it on a
sacrifice flyby Jose Cruz in
the first inning and a rim -
scoring double by Willie




Tommy Hudson charged' to
the lead as the field of a $75,W0
Professional Bowler's
Association tournament was
trimmed to the final five.
SKIING ...
SOUTH CAKE TAHOE,
Calif. — Marion Post of
Averill Park, N.Y. and John
Eaves of Montreal Won the





OSAKA, Japan --- Betty
_Stove of The Netherlands and
iMartina Navratilova scored a
7-6, 7-6 victory over Billie-lean
King and Rosie Casals in the
iemifinals of the $100,000
Bridgestone Women's Tennis
,Classic. Tournament.. ,
By The Associated Press
GOLF
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Joni
Watson and Rod Funseth
shared the second-round lead
with a two-day total of 139 at
the 41st Masters golf tour-
nament.
LINKOU, Taiwan — 1,u
Liang-Huan of Taiwan shot a
three-under-par 69 for a one-




Dianne Dailey 6 -and tin the
finals of the 75th North and
South Amateur golf tour-
nament.
HATTIESBURGH, Miss. -
Dwight Nevil, ,Den Poole!..
Mike McDuilough and Gary
Groh are tied-at-l35 after -two
rounds of the 835,000 Magnolia --
- MRCTO— Austin Posy freebies Ooris Vinyeni hrys devit • perfect beet to reed base
safely. The Governors swept • MANI from Murray Stets hidey et hope Field.
(Stuff Kees by Millta Brandee)
Tough Time Of The Year?
Some Players Don't Agree
ab r h 
By BARRY WILNER
. ra_ = AP Sports Writer
"Thie is a tough time of year
to get a guy to play," said New
York ,nicks Coach Red
Holzman. .
Well, that's one man's
opinion. Around the National
Basketball Association there
are several players who
wouldn't agree.
One of them is Detroit
Pistons center Bob Lanier,
who returned to the team's
lineup Friday night- after a
month's absence with .a
broken right hand. Lanier
wore a special pad on the sore
hand as he-led Detroit to a 116-
112 victory over Philadelphia.
"I sat. down with Oscar
Feldman I Pistons General
Manager) this morning and
said I couldn't play," noted
Lanier after he played 38
minutes and scored 25--points
'as the Pistons remained one-
- laiiathe,ah • ad at.Chicagnill-
the NBA Midwest second-
division- .battle. f sat -
around at holm all day and
realized that Philly was
coming to town and Dr. J was.
here.
"I told my wife I was going
to play and she said I was
crazy. It wasn't so much a
matter of pride as a lack of
common sense on my part."
In other pressure games,
the Bulls—the NBA's hottest
team—remained wiXhin
striking distance of Detroit
with a 113-109- victory over
Houston; the Boston Celfics
moved _within a • game-- of
Cleiteland in the race for the
fifth spot overall -in the
Eastern Conference playoffs
with a 120-109 triumph over
New Orleans, and Los Angeles
clinched the best regular
season record in the league
with a .124-100 'triumph over
theNew York Nets.
Meaxlwhtle HOIZinaifS-
Knicks edged the Buffalo
'Braves1(M-102; the Milwaukee
Bucks stopped the Atlanta
Hawks 118-107, the Seattle
SuperSonics .defeated. the
Kansas CO Kings 112-135 and
the. Portland Trail Blazers
eased past the Phoenix Suns,
122-111.
Bulls 113, Rockets 109
Another player who needed
little - motivation was
Chicago's Scott May. May
scored 22 points to become the
Build' alltime leading rookie
scorer, breaking Erwin
Mueller's mark of 1,015 points
set in 1966.
The game also drew a
record basketball crowd of
21,654 to Chicago Stadium as
the playoff bound Bulls
registered their, 19th win in
their last 23 games. ..
Moses Malone, who has
come .f age with the Rockets






Before you do. anything else tat your hOuse this spring,
make sure it has adequate insulation. At least R-19 value
insulation '(a 6-inch fiberglass batt or equivalent) over your
ceiling, and R-11 value '(a" 31/2-hqh fiberglass batt or
equivalent) under your floor will help keep heat in during
cold weather and heat out in summer. You'll use fewer
kilowatthours of electricity to stay comfortable year round.-
. Remember insulation this sprinl It's. one, home jrn-
provement that will pay for itself from savings on your
eleciric bill.
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Outdooe Loire
Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters fishermen and others who 
enioy the out of doors
Spring sell Smarm
Steve Yontz, Fairview, has been. appointed regional
director for the first wildlife district. His duties will in-
clude coordinating wildlife law enforcement activitioc in
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You Gotta 8. Kidding
Shuy &Mara
a
"Carp or ̀ suckers good to p,ll phys
eat? — You gotta be kidding."
Such would be the response of
most people when confronted
with a plateful of either of
these species of 4ish.
Prejudice or doubt quickly
vanish, however, with the first
taste. The secret, as with any
focia specialty, is knowim the  - -
proper way to prepare it. I
_
cur -
have personally eaten these
fish since childhood and f-,;h
--„:
through the years have made
culinary converts of all who-,
have tried my samples —
which have included friends,
hillbilly guitar pickers, fellow
workers, and editor of LOOK
magazine, a couple of movie
stars, a staff assistant to
President Nixon, a former
Secretary of Interior, and
most critical of all — my wife
and kids.
The first step (See sketch)
is to make a cut through the
skin on either side of the
dorsal fin from the head to
tail. Gutting the fish is usually
not necessary unless the fish
are kept for more than 6 or 8
hours prior to 
filleting.Use a pair o  pliers, starting
at the head end of the fish, and
remove the skin. With* sharp
knife, preferably one with a
narrow blade, cut the fillets
from the carcass. Don't be
disappointed if the first one
Mils- a bit ragged
filleting will Tilip-riwe with
practice and besides it all
tastes the same after it's
cooked.
One of the principal com-
plaints against carp and
suckers is the fact that the
muscle tissue is filled with
inter-muscular or "free
floating" bones. Step two
•
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bones lie lengthwise in the
muscles, so by cutting the
fillet crosswise into strips (3.11
to k2 inch) these bones are
reduced to the width of the
strip. Cooking tends to break
these soft bones down even
more and generally the bones
are not even noticeable during
eating.
After cutting the fillet into
strips as shown in the sketch,
the strips ,are dipped in a
batter? and deep fried at a
temperature of 375 degrees-
400 degrees. F. You may have
your own favorite recipe for
deep-fry batter, but this one is
pretty hard to beat (I picked it
up at Willow Creek Ciunp in
Hells Canyon:
1 cup cold water
1 egg
14 cup salad oil
Add:
1 cup- ''Wondra" or other
fine, pre-sifted flour
4 teas. cornstarch




Frankfort, Ky. — March 31
— Steve Yontz, Christian
County Conseryation Officer,
has been named the new
regional director of the first
wildlife district, Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner Arnold
L. Mitchell announced today.
In his new post, Yontz will
direct wildlife law en-
forcement efforts in the 14
West Kentucky counties
comprising the first district.
Yontz, who replaces the late
Paul Winstead, is a graduate
of -Berea College - with -an- -
,additional 69 hours of study in
law enforcement technology
at the University of Kentucky.
He joined the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources in-
1972, working as a wildlife
conservation education
specialist in the Hazard area
until moving to Hopkinsville in
December, 1973 to become
conservition officer • for
Christian County.
Yontz was selected for his.-
combination. of academic
training and practical field
work, • Mitchell said, adding
that the number of qualified







Now, if you really want to
set your fish oft with
something special, try this
sauce: ' (You may wish to
experiment some to suit your
own tastes.) My wife
mixes this up "by eye" so
it was difficult to get the
precise formulation.
However, by applying the
scientific method of carefully
measuring each , constituent
and experimenting, a
reasonable approximation of
her product resulted. Several
bottles of Catnip and a half-









1 tablespoon lemon juice
3 tablespoons "hot" ground
horseradish
ve - , teaspbon Wor-
chestershire sauce
Incidentally, the above
recipes also are quite good for
deep frying shrimp and other
fish. But really -now, why
bother with such mundane
_ table fare as that when you
can have carp or sucker?
eluded, "I am certain that we
have selected the most fully
qualified man for the job,
taking education, leadership
ability and .; er Prience
togethes.n....—
Yontz, 30, currently lives
near Fairview"With his wife
Judy and their two sons,
,David, 5, arid Kevin, 2.
However, the Yontz family
will tnove to the . Benton,
Kentucky, area in the near
future to be near the depart-
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8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m. •











is-having it's third tournament
of 1977 at Jack Wingate's
I  Lodge ..on Lake
Seminole in.. Bainbridge,
Georgia the-.27, 28,29 of April.
There are still-openings in this
tournament for any interested
parties. For more informatitei
write or call: American Bass
Fisherman, P. 0. Box 1097,
Auburndale, Fla. 33823, Phone
(813) 967-6637.
Participants from Murray
Include Charles Story of Route
  1,Murray.
Offiet of Carp
\ • Bill McLemore, our friend
and neighbor passed a recipe
; along to us last week that
Tor -some 
time " now there had been
several slabs of carp fillet just
lying in the freezer Uthintup
space. When the recipe was'
handed_over, the Carp were
thawed and prepared as
directed. The first batch stuck
to the bottom of the deep-fryer
basket. The second batch -
well, we didn't get that far. I
must admit that it was the
best carp I had ever eaten
(and this wasn't the first time
either). My filleting technique
left something to be desired
and as a result there were too
many bones in the meat. Next
time I'll be more Careful and
then cut smaller strips of meat-
before batter-dipping and
deep-frying.
The recipe is included in an
article elsewhere in this
section entitled "You Gotta Be
Kidding." I highly recom-
mend the batter recipe and
hifbonvinced you will not find





by contacting,, "Carp Shoot,"
*Recreation Services Section,
Land Between The 1"s,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231
or Wayne Sanders, Secretary-
Treasurer, BALCOKY
Bowhunters Club, Route 4,
Kevil, Kentucky 421353 or 502-
462-3566.
Bowfishing Jamboree
- The -Ballard County Ken--
bicky Bowhunters Club is co-
sponsoring a cagp shoot with
TVA at Land Between The
Lakes May 6, 7, and 8.
Registiation and shoot starts
at 8 a. m. Friday, May 6, and
the final check-in is at 1:00 p.
m. Sunday, May 8. The entry
fee per -person is $3.00.
Registration and check-in will
be at Camp Energy Group
Camp. ,Trophies will be
awarded Sunday at 2:00 p. m.
for the longest fish in the
WOO Gnat Awarded of
&fiend Wild Turkey Feilerthen
EDGEFIELD, SC: Wayne
Bailey, technical committee
chairman for the 20,000
member National Wild
Turkey Federation recently
announced the awarding of the
first Wild Turkey Research
Grant totally funded by
monies derived from the wild
_turkey ,stamp program. The
recipient was selected at a-
recent NWTF Technical
Committee Meeting held in _
Hershey, Pennsylvania,
February 5, 077.-
The $2900.00 research grant
will support a U. S. Forest
Service Research Study of
wild turkey habitaLuse_and_r,
poult survivai-m-Wesc-Virginia
by use of radio tracking
equipment. A better un-
derstanding of factors that
affect wild turkey poult
survival will serve as a basis
for predicting annual changes
in wild turkey productivity.
- The National Wild Turkey
Federation has plans to in-
crease the number of research
grants awarded . _to
organiiations and universities
_in 1978 as more money
becomes available through
the Wild Turkey Stamp
Program. The 1977 stamp will
soon be available at $3.00 each
and can be obtained by writing
NWTF, Wild Turkey Building,'
Edgkield, SC 29824,
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Muffling Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses








. -I Guns & Amino




County Court Clerk, Marvin
Harris has filed his report to
the Department of Fish
Wildlife Resources and has a
few interesting figures for the
sportsmen, Overall License
sale rem4tned abobt Cif sable-
in 1976 as in 1975 except for
Resident_ Junior. Hunting .
Licenses where there was a
substantial increase from 345 -
to 424 in 4976. This could'
possibly be due to the "Youth
Hunt" at Land Between he
Lakes,
Here is an individual listing
of licenses ,sold. You may be
surprised.
Combination Resident
Hunting & Fishing (1243);
Resident Statewide Hunting *
(1540); . Resident Junior
Hunting License (420); Non-
Resident Hunting License




15 day Fishing Licenses




Trapping Licenses 124); Deer
Tags (8S.); and Trout Stamps
,(35). You may also be in-
terested to know that the Post
Office xepoitect a rornplpie
sale of all 450 "duck stamp"
they ordered for 1976. In years
past, those stamps not sold are
destroyed according to federal
law. The post office reported
they could have sold more of, "
the_ Migratory Waterfowl —
Stamps 01_1976 if they would
have had them on .hand. An
initial -order for 450 new
stamps will be placed 'soon. If
sale pressure merits it, these




Bowhunters were rained out -_
last Saturday and have
rescheduled —their shoot lof
next Saturday, April. 16. The
shoot will be heldmat the City-
County Park from 10:00 a.m.
until conclusion. Shooters
must complete- -at least —3 _
rounds and. the last round will
be started no later than 4:00 p.
m. This is a good time to
loosen those muscles-for the
approaching carp shooting
days. Further information 
maybe ohtained-blytontatting
any member of the Jenny
Ridge Bowhunters Society or




Occasionally there are some
radio spots announcing a
"freebe". It is yours just for
the -asking and there is no-
obligation. i am talking about- --
publications which are of
interest to the outdoorsman.
The latest such publication g
entitled "The Blackbird
Problem" and is furnished by
the National Audubon Society.
You will find out about the-life
cycle of the blackbirds and
will be amazed at the Vast
numbers of birds that roost
together. You will learn of the




Society, 950 Third Avenue,
New York, New York 10022.
Former Murray Bass Club member Jerry Kell brought
in a 8'. pound largemouth out of Blood River last
weekend. Jerry lives in Fulton, Ky. and enjoys visiting
Murray and fishing Kentucky Lake.





We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. SA ?Kerney, Ky. 753-1640
appy Holiday Travel, Inc
PaconmormacmciouShi ores on G Kneyns tot PoiCmh cyc ituaRki e
Take 94 East ovl of Murray for 2 maces Turn r,siht on 280
Follow 280 for 7 maws post Bonner s Grocery Take






































































(IVO An Mull Division)
With the help of many in-
dividuals; sportsmen's clubs,
and merchants a fishing
contest Ls being co-sponsored
through this section of The
Murray Ledger and Times.
The general guidelines have
been set so_ that the contest
can begin this week.
In an effort to benefit the
crappie fisherman this contest
will begirt-Friday, April 15 so
he can enjoy as much of the
early crappie run and in-
crease his chances of entering
a large crappie. The coliteat
will end on July 30.
There will be a
CHILDREN'S DIVISION ( /2
years and-.younger) and an
ADULT DIVISION.
The three categories in the
CHILDREN'S DIVISION will
be BASS, CRAPPIE, and
SUNFISH (which will include
bluegill, warmouth bass,
green sunfish and other
members of the sunfish
family, EXCLUDING the
black bass).
Prizes will be awarded to
the top five entries-in each of
the categories and ALL en-
iamb- will receile 'bet- -
tificate of HONORABLE
MENTION suitable for
framing and a complimentary
fishing lure!
A sneak preview of the top
prizes in the CHILDREN'S
DIVISION will include a
FREE MOUNTING of the
largest fish caught in each of
the catagories. ,., Our
taxidermist friends Paul
Black and • Ken Dix have
graciously offered their
services to help make this
contest a successlor the kids.
Paul has agreed to mount the
largest bass and the largest
sunfish while Ken.will mount
the largest crappie.
THE ADULT DIVISION has
been concluded in this contest
for the fathers 'and mothers,
uncles and- aunts, grand-
fathers and grandmothers,.
etc. who will be taking these
youngsters fishing. Since this
contest is geared more for the
kids there will only be a first
prize for two categories -
BASS and CRAPPIE - in this
division. Dutch Owens of the
"Dutch Owens Crappie Pole"
fame has agreed to help us
with the prizes in this division.
A bigger listing of the
contest prizes will be an-
nounced next week. Sheldons,
Inc., manufacturers of the .
world famous Mepps lures,
will be among those par-
ticipating in the prizes for
children. Meanwhile get your
gear together and take a kid
ishing
The general rules are as
follows:
1. Each- entry must be
accompanied by a registration
form (available from Paul
Black's,, Taxidermy,' M & M
Sporting Goods, and Murray
Bait Co.) giving the entrant's
complete name, address,






Specializing in servicing tires S. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
40B N. 4th lit The fockson.Ferchese . 7534779
Youth Conservation Corps
Applications Available
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
Applications for the 1977
Youth Conservation Corps
work-learn-earn programs at
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes are available at court
Manpower offices, according.
• to TV# officiate:.
The YCC program is open to
all young men and women,
age 15 through 18, who are
permanent residents of the
United States. The federally
administered program is





programs will be randomly
selected without regard to
social, economic, racial, or
ethnic backgrounds. Ap-
plications must be in no later
than April4.574077.
The _YCC participants will
perform conservation work in
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's public demonstration
area in western. Kentucky and
Tennessee. The residential
camp program will begin June
20 and continue through
details.
2. Contest is open to the
residents of Murray and
Calloway County only. -
3. Fish Must be caught by
legal means from Kentucky or
Barkley Lakes or from any
river, creek, watershed, pond
or other fishing waters in
Calloway County.
4. All fish must be weighed
and verified by M&M
SPORTING GOODS or - by
MURRAY BAIT CO. •
5. Mangled, or disfigured
fish through angler's neglect
will not be eligible for entry.
6. Fish entered in the
CHILDREN'S DIVISION
must be hooked and landed by
the youth ONLY. No adult
may assist the youth in cat-
ching his fish in any other
manner than moral support or
dip netting the fish.
Remember this is THEIR
contest.
A week by week account of
the leaders in each division
will be announced. A free lure
will be awarded to the person
catching the largest fish -in
each category each*eek! -
Anyone wishing to help,
increase the success of this
youth program can do so by
becoming a sponsor. Further
information may be obtained
by contacting Butch Greer, c-o
The Murray. 'Ledger and
Times, P. 0. Box 32, Murray,








and wildlife habitat im-
proverpent. Candidates for the
program must be in • good
physical condition.
YCC. campers also par-
.ticipate in - Conservation
education programs under the




Youths interested in par-
lirtpating in-the- program this
year should file their ap-
plications by 'April 15. They
can be obtained at the county
Manpower offices located in
the employment agencies in.
'their respective' Counties.
. Applicants will be notified -by
May I, 1977, as to whether or
not they have been selected.
For those selected, further
instr.uctionswill be provided
concerning camp assign-




SMYRNA, Tenn. — Bass
fishermen from Tennessee,
Kentucky, Alabama and




April 16-17, out of Fate San-
ders Boat Dock on - Percy
Pr-lest Lake. Based on a full
200-man field, a total of $16,000
cash- will be paid to the top
finishers. -
The two-day tourney which
carries an $80 entry fee per
fisherman follows two
practice days f April 14-15).
The event is sanctioned by the
National Bass Association of
Lake, City, Fla., which
recently 'purchased the Nash-
ville-based PBA organization.
Only black bass 12 inches or
ltmger will be legal in the
tournament, and all Live fish
weighed in will be released
back in the lake. The event
also has all, eight-fish daily
limit.
.The tourney at Percy Priest
is-the second of the PBA's six
invitational events scheduled
this year. The point viinnee foe
the year will receive a com-




available ,upon request by
writing the National Bass
Association executive offices,
2123 S. First St., P. O. Drawer
2299, Lake City, Fin. 32055.
SMALLMOUTH BASS — While with his fishing partner
Mark Bucy, Terri, Yarbrough hauled in this nice 4',2
pound smallmouth bass from Kentucky Lake: Rucy and
Yarbrough both of Murray boated a total of six bass on
crawdad-colored Teeny W ee R's.







1441; Ent Hoy 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guarenteed
I hope we've seen the last of
our badweather, such as what-
we had-This put weekend. I
know that several people tried
to fish in spite of it-all, add
some succeeded in catching a
few, but it sure was tough!
You can either grin and bear
it, under these circumstances,
or grit your teeth and sit back
to watch TV till it changes for
the better.
The rainfall here and in
'Tennessee has brought the
- Kentucky Lake level up
rapidly; we should- have a
summer pool level by this
weekend if it continues To rise
like it has the past two days.
I tried to find some of that
warm 60 degree water
yesterday, but the best I could
do was 54 degrees, with most
of the water I checked reading
50 degrees and murky.
The crappie had started to
congregate in the shallow
treetops and brushpiles
Wednesday, but the wind kept
most fishermen on the banks.
The braver ones brought in
some nice slab crappie which
had already begun to turn
black. However, the cold front
that -moved through Wed-
nek(tay night moved the fish
'back to the dron-offs into 8-10
feet of water. I have seen' this
happen befoKe, when the
water- temperature was
warmer and they still leave
'the brush for the drop-off*, .
Before I forget it, I wolild
like to clear up a problem
many people have in iden-
tifying white and black
crappie. There are two species
of crappie, and their native
ranges include much of-the
Mississippi- basin and all of the
drainages of Kentucky. -Now
the problem stems from the
cplorsof the twp spies. _
The white male changes
color in tlk spring as the
water warms end becomes
almOst black, thus getting
itself confused with a black
crappie as a specie.
The best and most accurate
method for identifying either
of the crappie is to count the
dorsal spines (the sharp
needle-like spines on the
back); the white crappie will
have 5 or 6, mostly the latter,
and the black crappie will
have 7 or 8. The white crappie
is also the only member of the
sunfish family with 6 spines in
both he dorsal and anal fin.
So; jiLst because a crappie is
black in color doesn't mean
that it is of the black species.
I have talked with several
bass fishermen in the last two
days, and all of them reported
finding a few bass. I tried to
combine all the information I
received with my own and
come- up with. a- reasonable
pattern. The hiss are tryintte- —
stay in shallow water where
the sun-warms -il quicker, but
the severe weather conditions
.moved„ them to, the deeper _ _
points.
Now then, if the pressure
settles and the water con-
tinues to rise, slowly, the bass
-Auld move. back to the
treetops and the brush in
larger numbers. Keep in
mind, too, that the crawfish
are still small and very active




The Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources is
interested in obtaining information about every- legal-
size musky, walleye,.or striped bass (rockfish) that is
caught in Kentucky waters. This information will be
used for evaluating the stock ing.of these large predators
and any fishery that develops. Black - basses (large-
mouth, spotted, or smallmouth bass) larger than 5
pounds will also be included in the survey, If you catch
a walleye, musky, rockfish, or large black bass, a
questionnaire is available at bo.at doks, at the
Minor E. Clark Fish Hatchery below Cave Run Lake
(for musky caught in that lake), or by writing to-
Research Biologist, Game Farm, Louisville Road,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. The questionnaire is printed on,
the back of an envelope. Fish scales are to be placed
inside. These scales will be used for determining age
and growth of the fish.
Each fisherman who returns a questionnaire will be
awarded a gold, silver Or bronze plated clutch-back





S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00-Sun. thru Thurs.




Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
0- • 4 •
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Notice is hereby given
that,,, pursuant to the
provisions. of Section








Kentucky has filed an ap-
plication with the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board
for permission to
establish a branch office
at, or in the immediate






The application has been
delivered to the office of
the Supervisory Agent of
The said Board, located at
the Federal -Home loan
Bank of Cincinnati, 2500
DuBois Tower, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45201. my
person may file corn-
mimications, including
briefs, in favor or in
protest of said application
at the aforesaid office of
the Supervisory Agent
within 10 days (or within
30 days if advice is filed
within the first 10 days
stating that more time is
needed to furnish ad-
ditional information) af-
ter the date of this
publication. Four copies
of any communication
should be filed. The ap-
plication *and all com-
munications in favor or in
prOtest thereof : are
available for inspection
by any person, at the
aforesaid office of the
Supervisory 'Agent.
.Security Federal Savings






• Notice To Creditors:
Roy Scarbr2ugh, Dec'd,
Crawford B. 'Scar-
brough, Route 1, Almo,
Ky., Administrator
Amos E. Hale, Dec'd,
Coy Hale, 1612 College
Farm Road, Murray,
Ky., Administrator
Guy Earl Lash, Dec'd,

















Cue . . . . 753-6622
Poison fasted . . 753-7588
See* Ciliates 753-0929
hedges . . . 753-1KED







will open under new
Management Satur-
day, April 9, 1977.
Special Leach melte
every day. Closed en
Mondays.
Boers 4:30 a.m. to?.
William Vernon Hale,
Dec'd, Solon G. Hale,

















Jr. Dec'd, William Max









estates are notified to
present them to the
Administrator. or
Executors verified
according to taw, same
to be presented to said
Administrator or
Executors in due course
of law.
This 6 day of April, 1977.
Marvin Harris, Clerk





































Holman Jones, 217 South
13i, phone 753-3128.
I, LW. (DUB) LYONS
am no longer with Earth
Movers. Call 4744264.
GOD- KNOWS- YOU -Do
you know hini? May I
have the honor of in-
troducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 753-














NEWS for you! Let -us
tell you more. Worship










HO model trains 20 per
cent off. Murray Paint
and Hobby Center, 614
South 4th.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking




beautiful Ky. Lake. To
open everyday except
















































54 Be in debt





























19 Article 29 Grant use of 48 Hold in
20 likely .34 Dine • reverence
21 Likeness 33 Abounds 49 Condensed
22 Kind of 37 eam moisture
fabric 36r romas 50 G.I 's
24 Exclamation 42 Symbol for address
marks tantalum 52 Affirmative
(slang) 45 Wild plum vote
25 Ribman road 46 Bakers \ 53 CorImunist
28 Famed product 55 Mal4
27 Jogs 47 Dude nickname



























OPENING. Go With us












Bookkeeping and la Service
lemma tam preporitel.
Office fff Ferimers Grew sod
Sited Ce.
Railroad ave
Pismo 753.4638, item 153-
3w'.
4 in Memory




Gilliam Sr., who passed
away, April 10, 1968, 9
years ago. We express
our appreciation for the
kind words and acts of
sympathy, bestowed
upon us by everyone
during our time of
sorrow and grief. The
family of Marshall E.




break garden. Call 753-
7207.,












person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
-make good money as a
.sales person._ If in-







nce necessary, 5 day
week, no Saturdays






- needed at 7e-try't
Refinishing and Custom
uilt Fuziiture. Apply
in persons for ap-
pointment cal1,492,8837.
WANTED SPANISH
TEACHER two nights a
week for tutoring 2
police officers. Call 247-
FIVE GIRLS needed for
telephone sales. Call 751-
3361 ask for Freddie.
6 Help Wanted
HELP WANTED - day or
evening part time phone
sales work: Light office
or delivery. Must have
car. Call 753-1387.
COOKS AND waitresses,





SALES - The Best
Paying Hard Work
There Is! Are you in-
terested? If so, and




we'll train you in our
business and pay a
draw during training.
This is not a IF1Y-13Y-












An Equal Opportunity Employerl
 A
9437.
15 Vticles For Sale
SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price, 840.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders. 6 ft. step, $14.88.
20 ft. extension, 824.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.






Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold:
Call 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
LARGE TARPAULIN,
Itrx26', in good con-
dition. Price $35. Call
753-6564.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
_Call 463-2126 or435-4263.
A GOOD BUY.. .give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite
carpet shampoo. Big K,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
s BLACK & DECkER skill
saw. 7o in. 1 h. p.820.00.






references, to P. 0. Box
32-XX. •
WANT SOMEONE to help
move Sunday. Must be
strong and be there by 6
a.m. Call 436-2575.
SALESPERSON - full and
part time for Ladies
Specialty Store. Must be
experienced. Good
,working conditions.
- Excellent salary. Apply
4. Behr's. Central Shop-
ping Center, Murray.







enveloph to Box 1324,
. Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
G.E. AIR conditioner,
like new, used only 6
weeks. Excellent con-
dition. $295. Dinette
table and 6 chairs, $150.
A parakeet -with large
cage. Call 753-7511 after
3:30.
NEW NAUTILUS Super
metal detectors for the
professional relic and,
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.
8 HOLE -REDWOOD
actin house (barn
). Also just arrived
new selection of
greeting cards. See Or
call Gerald Waldrop,
753-1712.
16 H.P. Lawn tractor with
42" mower and 3 pall




mower. Used 1 season.
$110. Call 753-6299.
EIGHT WEEK OLD Fist
puppies. Make good
squirrel dogs. Steel tire




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.








24,000 BTU. Call 753-
48's ELECTRIC RANGE,
needs minor repairs.
One pair of registered
treeing Walker pups and

















345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and







work done. Call 489-2752.
FOR SALE - Maytag
portable washer and
dryer. Used about 5
months. $250.00 for both.
With stand. Does not










chairs. China cabinet, 2
end tables, coffee table,
and 2 chairs. Call 753-
3787.'
ONE COUCH and chair,
in excellent condition.
One kitchen table and 4
chairs, good condition.
Call 4354521.
DRAPES, 1 pair, 150 x 84.
Two pair 75 x 134 Sears
Fiesta red and black
thermal. Call 437-4845 or
489-2348.
ROLL AWAY bed com-





$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
ELECTROLUX SALES




EOR ALL YOUR fencing












TWO ROW PULL type
tobacco setter. Less
than 10 acres set. Call
435-4301.
20 Sports Equipment
1971 MARK TWAIN boat.
11St..p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6888.
14 irr. CHEROKEE boat,
35 h.p..Eyinrude motor.
Call 753-7948.





pontoons, sleeps 6, volvo
I-0. Call 247-8267.
1974 MERCURY outboard
motor 9.8 h.p. Excelle0
condition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-7427 after 5 p.m.
6' SIDEWINDER Bushog,




boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trollihg motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard-battery, the
Corttplete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
1/2 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.*
Heavy duty trolling












6000 BTU AIR Con-
ditioner, 2 roll away
beds, Reese trailer




SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S








made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








sale. Drive to Cuba and
save. , We have the•





27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 58 NEW MOON, 3
bedroom. Bargain
priced. See at Riviera
Cts. or call 753-3230.
1974 BAYWOOD 24 x 52, 3
bedroom, 2 full baths,
large lot. $14,000. Call
753-5031:






Call 753-5497 before 2:00,




stove and oven, concrete
steps, tie down and
underpinned and
several other items. Call
753-0864.
FISHERMAN'S
PARADISE - 2 lots on
Sunset Court in Pine
Bluff Shores, Ky. Lake.
50', x 100' each and
trailer with living room,
bedroom attached, all
under same roof. Ideal
for summer living or a
weekend hideaway.
Price, $5,250. Call 753-
1449 after 5 p.m. -
1972 CHALLENGER
mobile home. 24' x 48'.
Three Bedroom, bath
and . Cali 7534435.
1975 CRITERION 12 x 70,









EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Pwyear, Tenn.
29 Mobile home Rcntais









$125' mouth. Call 753-
2377. -
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
FOR RENT any size
office space. Electric
heat, private bath. South
5th Street. Across from
Parkers, Grocery.. Call
753-5595, 753-5000, of '7531
4344
31 Want To Rent
COW PASTURE for 1 to 5
years for 25 to 400 head.
Call 436-5885 after 4 p.m.
FAMILY - WANTS
THREE or four
bedroom house. 2 baths,
for May 1st. One year
lease. Phone 474-2211,
leave message at desk
for cabin 267, Atkinson,
after April 13 call collect
313-858-8338 or 313-673-
9401 after 6 p.m. - •
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.
34 Houses Foi Rent
TWO BEDROOM frame
house. 21/2 'miles from
city limits. Call 753-5772.
FOR LEASE - feur







36. For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
















blood lines. Shoi dog




weeks old. $40. Cali 489-
2321 or 489-2392.
AKC IRISH Setter pup-
pies for sale. Three
males and 2 females. Six
weeks old. Call 753-9507.
EASTER LAMB, 2









pups. Black and rust.























Saturday April 9, 6 a.
m.-5 p. m. Large selec-
tion or items. Clothes
of all sizes, books,
records, miscellaneou-








Fireplace in den. Large
shady lot. Near MSU.
Pricer:1,in mid 20's. Joke
C. Neubaier Realtor,
505 Main, Murray, 753-
0101 or call Linda Drake,
753-0492.
QUIET COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedrodm ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A niee
ccimfortable home at a
reasonable price.
s $29,500. -Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
220 ACRE FARM only '2
miles from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
Many fine building sites.
-John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
MCE- BRICK. DUPLEX





bedrooms and utility on
each side. Carport.;
Garage and storage'
building. Nice place to.
live with income. By
appointment only. Good
building lot in Camelot
Subdivision 90 x 164 ft.
only $3,250. 11/2 acre lot
with good well and fruit
trees. Near Hardin,
$2250. Seven acres on
Highway 54 East. High-
way on 2 sides. Good
building lots. Has old '
frame .dwelling, dice
shade trees'; only -
$14,500, Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
phone 753-5842.
TWO ACRES WITH •5
room house, plus 1967 12
x 60 trailer and lot. Call
492-8746.
(.1) 4900 sq. ft. home
located on a large
wooded lot. Owner will
consider trade for house
in Canterbury. (2) Small
cottage located on 5
acres, 2 bedrooms,
outside storage ... less
than $15,000. Call
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492. ' '
GALLOWAY- REALTY























































































































DEXTER - A nice 3
bedroom, brick veneer
on corner lot near_
churches and grocery
store. Large dining
room, electric heat, 2 air
conditioners. This- is a
well-constructed home.
Qnly $25,000. Call or




South 12th- at Sycamore
TELEPI4ONE 759-1651
FOUR BEDROOM, 2V2
bath home located at 714
Olive has economical
central gas heat and
*central eleclrie
Fireplace, sunken bath
-tub -and- many- extra
features. Lots of living
area for your money.
Priced in the 40's. Phone,
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
QUALITY BUILT home.
with lots of built-ins.
Beautifully landscaped
lawn with large fenced
backyard. Large patio
with gas grill. You must
see this modern 3
bedroom, 2 bath home to
appreciate its quality
and charm. Located at
810 Broad and priced in
the 30's. Phone- Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222
for more information..
We are members of the
Multiple Listing Ser-
vice.
27 ACRES of land.
Located near New
Concord4Call 758-5996,
Priced for quick sale.-
Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc. '
282 fay* 4111 Street
how 733-n113
44
$2,758 EACH. Your choice
of five (5) building or
mobile home lots. Sixes
range from 100' x 357' to
100' x 410'. Located on
US-641, 5 miles South, of
idurfay. Call Stinson
Realty Co. for details,
753-3744.
BUILDING LOTS. We





also one lot on Pot-
tertown Rd. Call for
details, Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or home
753-4946.-
45 Farms For Sale
SMALL FARM. 9 acre
fenced located on North
side of Calloway County.
This land was in soy
-beans-last-year, -it also
' has good building site
and on blacktop road.
Price $850 . per. acre.




off Highway 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire fence with steel




46. Homes For Sale
SEVEN ROOM FRAME
house with large garden,
barn and lot. Three
other buildings on 641
just South of Hazel, call
753-4759er 753-5004.
ONE YEAR OLD, 2
bedroom central heat
and air on 1#2 acre
wooded • lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
For sale like paying
rent. Call 753-3745.
MUST SELL!! Reduced






from scrubbing the bathroom again
and again and again. You can stop all
that by putting nice, easy to care for
MARBLE in it. And you'll never have
to scrub again.
Beautiful...you say!




"Quality that will please"
So 9th 753-571',
46 Homes For Sale







large lot. 1107 South 16th
Street. $32,500. Call 753-
0616.
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
TWO BEDROOM house in
Paneled
throughout and carpet in
living room. Will sell or





beautiful wooded lot or.
Highway 641 21/2 miles
- North-- ot Hardin-. I'wCi
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
call 527-1087. -4
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, 142 bath, 1312
Kirk*ood Dr. Call 753-
7504 after 4.
BY OWNER . Three
bedroom brick on
wooded lot. Central heat
and air, fireplace. 10
minutes from Murray on
641 South. Call 492-8824
after 5.628,500.
THREE -OR FOUR
bedroom house, 2 baths,
2 fireplaces, electric
heat, window, air con-
ditioner, carport, 75' x
160' lot, upstairs and
basement. $23,500. Call












.900 miles. $850 or best
offer'. like new. Call 753-
8656.
1972 450 HONDA, good
conditiOn. Low mileage.
Call 753-2267 after 5.
1971 _TRIUMPH Daytona
500. Excellent condition.






4 1974 YAMAHA MX 125.
Good condition. Many
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Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
NOM. owned std °pasted ever 20 yews. De not sign any connect
1061 jot is finished
100 South 13th St. Mine 753-3914




3 i'rEMC OR LESS
i••••••••
)1/41.19 1 SA`( rris owt ITEM
SACCHARIN-. "
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 TOYOTA CORONA.
Kw condition. New tires.
$1200 or best offer.
Three rail motorcycle
trailer, with 12" wheels.











8. Call mornings. 753-
9298.
1974 PINTO ESQUIRE .
wagon. Call 75346848
after 6. Must sell.
1871 CHEVY Impala
Custom, 2 dr. h. t., 350
automatic with double




drive. Cali 753-8.199 after
6.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween 5 and 7p. m.
1973 CATALINA station
wagon. $1800. Cali 492-
8318.
1968 FORD PICKUP, 6
cylinder, with 42 in.
camper. $650. ,Call 436-
5450.
1972 CHEVY pickup,
short, wide bed. Six
cylinder straight drive.
One owner. Good con-
dition. Call 492-8713 or
492-8245 5 p:m.




MUST SELL 1972 350
motorcycle. Less than
2,000 miles: CB radio, 8
months old. Call 753-
9991.
HONDA CB 500, new
condition, 1300 actual
miles. Moving must sell.
Call 753-0495 after 4 p.m.
call 753-5267.
48. Automotive Service
SET OF FOUR tires, 2
like riew, wide white
letter 60s. Four chrome
rocket wheels. Call 489-
- 2114 after 4:30. •
.VAN. 6•  
straight shift:
489-2613.
1968 PLYMOUTH, 2 door,
hardtop, 6 cylinder, new
tires. 1966 Chrysler, 4
door with air. 1967
Chrysler 2 door hardtop
with air. Can be seen 401








Impala, 2 door hardtop.
1973 Grand Prix- Pon-
tiac. Call 753-8780. •
For Sale or Lease
At
13th 8 Poplar
Zoned 8-2; Ideal for any Professional Medical
practice, Insuralice or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft. of usable space, newly redecorated.
Call David King - 753-8355 .
50 Crrnpe:s
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51. Services Offered








  awnings, and roofs
sealed. Call Jack
Glover', 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
 li ,,,,, 0 , A. . t ,••'[....N 010,4 I. i v•ot,i,Drink SystemsIreef0 N.L. RowlandRefrigeration Sales&Service753-5525 733.4555








but consider all offers.
Call 753-6614.
1968 PONTIAC GTO drag
race car. 400 plus c.i., 4
speed, some parts in-
clude M and H Holley,
Hurst, Hooker* Cam
Dynamics- and much
more. Only 10 runs on
car. Moving, must sell. -
Over $3500.00 investecl.
Car runs strong, will





truck  V-8. Color - Indo 
tan. 1,064 actual miles.
Perfect condition Call
435-4403.
1971 GREMLIN 6 cylin-
der, $395. 14 ft...lon boat
and trailer, . $25 Trolling
Maus , 625.-6dt 4892595.
1917 CHEVY PICKUP,
black with roll bar. 4
wheel drive. AM-FM,
power and air, 4000
miles. Must sell. Call
753-9401.
1973 FORD STATION





inside and..rut Call 753-
4136.
1972 CAPRI( E, 4 door,
vinyl roof, full power.
Call 753-0912 before 2
p.m.
1967 PLYMOUTH 318, 4
door, go rKI condition.
$300. Call 753-5949 after
3:30.




Chevy 2 sp-ed power
glide transw.ssion, $75.
1967 Ford as Ili-Per V-8




$75. Call 753-2148 after 6,
p.m. Will Del; ver.
1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 Cylinder
- automatic: good con-
dition. $1250 Call 489-
2156 or 767-4745 after -5
p.m. . -
1571 LINCOLN CONDWIENTAt •
Owe owner, hairy ow. Mast
set Top condition. $7100.00.
Cal IS3-5456.
50 Campers
1973 SHASTA 13 ft.




SALES located 4 miles
East of_ '1urray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
--and. Star Craft dealer.
Clean Used _campers.




rocked. Sand and lime










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.








INSULATION BLOWN in . _ • - - - -
by Sears save on these
high beat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates. -
FENCE SALES AT -
SEARS now. Call -Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for











leveling. Call Charley, .
-492-8333.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call' 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.











of any kind. Phone 753-
9753.
ROOFING, or roof repair.
Jackie Youngblood,
. New Concord, 436-2712.
WEEKEND GUESTS?
Repairing family ear?
Group outing? Trip out












NEED TREES cut, oi













and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete












work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAM and as in-
stallation will _do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For fro, estimate,









12 EXP. 20 EXP.
ONLY ONO
'3"
20 BILLFOLD SIZE $A
FROM, YOUR
NEGATIVE OR PICTURE "".
MAIL YOUR MIA ILI US rouse
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job -






Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.,.
ELECTROLUX SALES









rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 753-5429






Call 7534827 or 7534618.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.




Steam clean one room •
8 cents per sq. ft. arid we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be '





.puppies. Healthy. Fat as.
little butterballs. Will be
small and will make






Drive by and look at this charming home in quiet
friendly neighborhood. Home has 3 bedrooms,
11/2 baths, central heat and air, garage, wall to
wall carpeting and nicely decorated throughout.






replacement for homes -












Free estimates. Call 753-
1537.
WILL DO housekeeping 1




753-1537, ask for Rocky.
INCOME
TAXES
Due April 15 for
Professional Help.
Call or see us
John O. Pasco
1650 Ryan Avenue
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
753-5791
Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
2021. 4tIs Phase: 733-3243
More then bent- arr6ect! We hove 2/properties with rental is-
CONN potentiatilpth, ore priced- below $13,000. login yew
retirement program by baying one of these. If yea used .11-
&rowel information on the benifits of twain* property we'll be
glad to provide it.
loshing for ceentry living? Wont 1 3/4 tares, fireplace, 110016111
let, kap porch swid patio? nen let us show poo this cow
• - reeiently located 3 bedroom Wow. Only ininetes from town.
Estewm shoppers-Nere's a good Owe to start.'703 N. lit% St.
his 3 bedrooms, large kitchen with lots of cabinets, storm win-
ders and doors ond a real nice patio. It's priced in mid 520's end
should gedify for a VA loon.
West isilkarrap.Osis 3 betimes*. 2 bath borne is ablated on u I
etre let. Is hue • Serge kitchen with lets .of oakiinets. The deo
meld be cued f-ia • dining ream Of study. Tlie owner's write is at









113 S. 4th 753-2835
Kentucky Lake Property
Six wooded lake front lots on main part of lake
Chandler Park ( Hamlin, Ky.). Good access. Fine
building site for lakefront homes. These lots are
restricted to homes having 1200 sq. ft. of living
area. No mobile homes. Priced from $10,000.
Attractive lot in Leisure Acres development near
Blood River and main part of lake. This ispriced
at $800.
35 nicely wooded acres on Kirby Jennings Trail
near Blood River. This is located north of
Hamlin, Ky. Reasonably priced at 813,125.0U  
Two beautiful lakeview lots in an area restricted
for fine homes in Keniana development at
. Hamlin, Ky. -The -two lots total more than a /fall
acre.
Five acres set up for a mobile home court. Well
and two septic systems are already in. Could be
used for individual homesites. This is an op-
portunity to purchase' this property at a
minimum price.
Five acre tracts with good building sites only a
mile from Chandler Park and Kentucky lake
(Hamlin, Ky.). These can -be purchased with a
low down payment. These tracts are restricted to
.homes only -no mobile homes: \
A lake cabin for only $11,500.00. This concrete
• block cabin built to minimize upkeep is located
at Patterson Point area of the lake. This has .8 of
an acre bordering TVA 1375' contour). Electric.
septic system and water supply tank. This two
bedroom cabin is complete with fireplace.
Five bedroom home with good lakeview ,in-
Keniana development. Home built so that lower
floor could be used for rental or for guests.
About one acre of land with three bedroom home
located on Cypress Spring hoatdock road. About
a mile and a half from lake. Electric heat; air













134 Rodgers ha Graves gstman Fisk,
153.7116 435-2321 , 153-9115
We have other lake properties, lams, and city homes.
•
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The funeral for Mrs. Joe
Ryan Cooper, the former
Letricia Outland, was held
this morning at ten o'clock at
tbe chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. James Fisher .and
Bro. Bobby Witherington
officiating and Mts. Alene
Knight as organist.
Pallbearers were Fred
Schultz, Keith Kennedy, Joe
Parker, James Parker, Dr.
,Donald Hughes, and John T.
-Irvazi._ Burial . Was ...in the
Murray City Cemetery.
. Mrs. Cooper died Thursday
at. 4:30 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
.Sne was medical technologist
at the Houston-McDevitt
Inc., and a member of
the First United Methodist
Church.
.She is survived by. her
husband, Joe Ryan cooper,
_son?... Steve ooper..
inotrier,Mrs. Wilbert Outland,
and mother-in-law, Mrs. Billie
' Cooper, all of Murray, one
daughter, Ann Ryan Cooper,
Louisville, - and one -sister,








The body of Edwin Stamps,
1506 Glendale, age 57, was
recovered Friday at the
mouth of Jonathan,. Creek,
according to Marshall County




Mrs. J. B. Trevathan; and a
brother-in-law, Bert''''
Trevathan. •
Stamps was a member of
the Elm Grove -Baptist
Church:- He was the am ,,of
Judson Carey Stamps and
Polly Tucker Stamps, and was
born Feb. 23, 1919 in Calloway .
County.
Friends may call at the J. i.
qhurchill Funeral Home after
six p. m. today. Funeral
services _are tentatively set for
tomorrow.




"Light From The Tomb"
will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Dr. James
A. Fisher, Sr., at the 10:50 a.
m. services on Sunday, April
10, at the First United
Methodist Chtlich. His text
will be Mark 16:14
Special music will be by the
Children's Elementary Choir.
Sheree Brandon and Cathy
Hall will be greeters on
Sunday. .
Church School will be held
at 9:45 a. m. Sunctay.
Mrs. Katy Miller
Dies Early Today
Mrs. Katy Miller of: Hazel
Route Two, died this morning
at 2:20 at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 82 years of age.
Mrs. Miller was the wife of
Hardy Miller who died in
August of-1966. She was born
on January 17, 1895 and her
parents were the late W. S.
(Bud) Shoemaker and Callie
Lee Shoemaker. She was a
member of the New
Providence Church of Christ.
Surivors include one
daughter, Mrs". Gene White of
Paducah; three sons, Hugh
Miller, Hardiman Miller, and
Bob Miller all of Hazel Route
TN% one sister, Mrs. Hattie
Miller of Granite City, Ill.;
two brothers, George
Shoemaker of Hazel Route
- Two and Douglas Shoemaker
of Murray Route Four; eight
grandchildren and four great
grandchildren.
Funeral serVicia will be
held at three p. m. Sunday at
the Chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in the New
Providence cemetery. -
Friends may call at the
..Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home after six p. m. today
(Saturday).
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.3
down 0.1.
Below darn 328.1 down 2.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 366.5
down 0.1.
Below dam 332.8 up LS:
Sunset 6:25. Sunrise 5:31.
Enjoy A Feast In Se-yen Seas
- nautical atmosphere.
TWO FOR NINE
Complete Dinner For Two Only $900
('Two for nine'' served every evening except Fri. & Sot. During April)
•
*Build A Delicious Salad from our 20-item Salad Bar
*.,*Choose your Entree from the following:
••••
1. Seven Seas Platter — Delicious variety of Scallops, Fried
Shrimp, Boiled Shrimp, Oysters, Crab
Cake and Fish Fillet.
2. Combination Platter —
•
Choice of Any Two — Fried Shrimp,
Fried Oysters, Scollops, Flounder
and Catfish Fillet.
3. Toz. Rib-eye Steak — Selected from the best choice
beef. We will cut and chbrbroil to
your specifications.









The gospel services at the
University Church of Christ
will close on Sunday, April 10,
with the evening service.
Speaker for the services is
.Bro. Kenneth Hoover, who
was recently named as church '
minider.
Tonight (Saturday) sit seven
p. m. Bro. Hoover will speak
on the subject, "The Plea of,
the Church of grist." Topics
on Sunday will Se "Worse
Than Being Lost," at 10:30 a.
m., and "God's Outstretched
Hands" at six p. m. Morning
scripture will be from Luke
16:19-31 and evening scripture
from Romans 10:13-21.
Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service, and Gary Taylor
will read the scripture.
'Prayers on Sunday will be led
by Wayne Williams, R. B.
Barton, Robert Hendon, and
Sherrill Gargus.
A special part of the gospel
series will be the.olckime .
gospel singing to be held at the
University Church on Sunday
at 2:30 p. m.
Bible Study will be at 9:30 a.
m. Sunday. -
Devotional' sneakers at the
University Christian Student
Ceskter will be David Fitts,





The First Baptist Church
will hear their pastor, the Rev.
Dr. .Bill Whittaker, speak at
both the 10:45 Mr:and seven
p. m. worship services on
Sunday, April 10. Joan Bowker
will be organist and Alene
Knight will be pianist.
Sermon topics will be "Last
Words. From The Crost" with
scripture from Luke 23:44-46,
morning, and "He Was Seen
By Me, Too!" with scripture
from Mark 15:42-16:6 and I
Cor. 16:14, -evening.
Assisting in the services will
be James Rogers, G. T.
Moody, and Dr..- Thomas
Hogancanip, deacon of the
week.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Mrs. Bowker, will sing the
"Hallelujah Chorus." and
"Lift Op Your Heads" at the
morning service. Mrs. Gil
Mathis will be soloist. At the
evening service they will sing
"Alleluia!Alleluia!" and
"Because He Lives." A vocal
duet will be "The Rest of the
Way."
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed at the
evening service.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Thomas
Hogancamp, Codie Caldwell,
Ted Billington, Bethel
Richardson, A. ..R. Hatcher,
Mike Wilson, and Jay Pitman.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mesdames Terry
Denton, Don Blalock, Van
Waugh, Wilburn Farris,.
Durwood Beatty, Joe Reirroat,
and C. W. Herndon; Misses
Laurie Beatty, Karen -Bailey,
and Elizabeth Herndon; Ray
Clark and Johnny Carruthers;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Workman.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:30 a. m. Farinily Rec Night
will he held Friday, April 15,
at Seven p. m. at the
Recreation Hall of the church.





subject, "The Ultimate Will of
Got" at ,the 10:45,a. in. ser-
vices on Sunday, April 10. •
"Let The People Sing Praise
Unto The Lord" will be the
anthem to be sung by the
Chancel Choir, directed by
Margaret Porter with Roy
Tighe on the trumpet. Mn
Porter will sing a _solo, "I
Know That. My Redeemer
Liveth" With Jane Prince as
organist.
Del Fleming will be worship
leader, Melanie Roos and
-Donna Rousse. will be candle
lighters, Henry Holton and
Eugene Scott will be elders,
Benry Fsl,ton, B. D. Hall, John
Ford Hall, Coleman McKeel,
Dan McKeel, "lobed Puttoff;
and Steve Shaw will be
deacons, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Boone and Mrs. Martha
. Carter wit) be greeters.
Sunday school will be held
at 9:30 a. m. Sunday. The
Youth Groups will not -meet
and the vesper service will not
be held this Easter Sunday.
Pentecostal Church
Plans For Services
Specialrvices will be held
at the First United Pen-
tecostal Church, 310 Irvan
Street, Muciay, on Swojayjit
ten a. m. ,
Rev. Margaret Tharp and
her puppets, Sea Chuck,
Tootsie, and pig Willie, will be
featured, according to the
Rev. Manual Tharp, church
,pastor, who invites the public
to attend.
Dr. David Roos Is Speaker
For Sunday At Christian Church
The iyvi pr. David C. Roos,
minister of the First Cluistian 4
Church, will ipeak' on the
'Skinshower '77'
To Sing Sunday At
Memorial Church
The Rev. Jerrell White will
speak on "Visit To An Empty
Tomb" with scripture from
Mark 16:14 at the 10:50 a. m.
services, On Sunday, April 10,
at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
Ralph Bogard, deacon of the
week, will assist in the mor-
ning services with special
music by the Sanctuary Choir,
directed by the Rev. Ron
Hampton, minister, with
Diane Dixon as pianist and
Margaret Wilkins as organist.
The call Jo worship will be a
trumpet solo by Dan Dixon.
The group, "Sunshower
'77:" composed of Ron
Hampton, George Lewis,
Vicki •Kloke,---Mtire • Walker,
Mary Jane McGuire-, and Dan
and Dianne Dixon will sing
"Because He Lives" at the
morning service, and at the
seven p. m. services will give
a mini-concert.
The Rev. White will speak
on the subject, "The First
Church Meeting After the
Resurrection" with scripture
from John 20:19-25 at the
evening service.
Church Teaching with
Elbert Thomasoti as director
will be at 9:40 a. m., and
Church Training at six p. m.
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To Hear. Bro. Dale
ille.ok On Sunday
Bro. John Dale Al speak on(
the subject; "The Prayer of
Cornelius" at the 8:30 a. m.
and 10:40 a. m. services on
Sunday, April 10, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. His scripture from
Acts 10:1-2 Will be read by Ed
West at 8:30 and James Lamb
at the later service.
Directing the song service
at 8:30 will be Alan Jones with
Ron McNutt to :mire the
announcements and Tommy
Carraway and Nicky. Ryan to
lead in.prayers. -
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Ed Thomas
will make the announcements
at the 10:40 service with
prayers to be led by Earl
Nanny and Forest Boyd.
The Six p. m. sermon topic
will be "The Prayer of All
Prayers" with Ray Karraker -
to read the SCripture from
John 17 • 713-99 Prayers will.be
led by Charles Olree and
Vernon Anderson.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Howell Clark
and Bud Gibbs at 8:30 a. in.
and Ewin Dick and Max
Farley at 10:40. James Harris,
James Herndon,. Newell
Hopkins, and Wayne Hopkins •
will serve on the Extension
Department.
- Bible study will be at 9:45 a.
m. Sunday with the elders and
deacons to meet at three p.
in Room B-1 on Sunday. The
first devotional breakfast will
be held Tuesday, April 12, at
6:30 a. m: in the multi-purpose
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GREAT, 5tR.J., 11041 00 A
TERRIFC IMPEROONATION
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IT. ,AN ANCIENT A CUP OF
THING OF TERROR SPRING
AND DEATH,., WATER?
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TAKE
MONTI-16
—AND
THE
BILL!--
